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the service was impeccable! We had a truly magical time.
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contingency unattended. Without a doubt, you and your
staff are rock stars!” – B. Bowersox, Venice-PragueLondon 2018, aboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express.
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exclusive amenities.
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The standard of ballast bed cleaning
Saving time and resources, assuring high quality cleaning and offering
ﬂexibility in operation: that is Plasser’s philosophy for economical ballast
cleaning. The most important foundation for sustainable track geometry is
a faultless, straight formation. To produce this, the Plasser ballast cleaning
machines for tracks and switches are equipped with an excavating chain in a
transverse cutter bar - adjustable precisely to the required excavating depth
and formation crosslevel.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Railroading and the
pace of change
Stop laughing: I did put those two words in the same
headline and the Earth didn’t stop rotating
have associated myself all of my professional life with two fine American
business institutions not known for
their embrace or pace of change: railroading and publishing.
Through these associations over more than 36
years, I can tell you that I have never seen either
business move more rapidly than they do now.
Does it frighten or scare me? Of course it
does, but what would frighten or scare me even
more is for either to just sit there and do nothing
to grow or evolve with their customers.
In the case of railroading, Dan Machalaba on
pages 30-37 takes apart the case for the industry
shunning many of the staples we’ve taken for
granted for a half-century or better. It is amazing
to see how quickly the basics have changed. Railroads feel pressure to change their methods and
tactics from analysts, shareholders, customers,
and company employees themselves.
Lance Fritz, the CEO at Union Pacific, has
mentioned the Amazon effect in discussing his
franchise’s future: When will there be a one-step
way for customers to order a freight shipment?
When will customers be able to see and track
that shipment from origin to delivery with accuracy and timeliness? I’m not sure, but I feel safe

I
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to say that I bet someone is working on it at this
moment in every railroad headquarters city.
A lot of change is attributable to Precision
Scheduled Railroading, which the late Hunter
Harrison is credited with developing. I know older railroaders who recall when trains were scheduled (ask any old Conrail veteran who was there
when the ship was righted), but today that scheduling has to be right down to the carload.
Is Precision Scheduled Railroading the medicine for every ill the industry faces? Probably not.
There’s never only one solution that works every
time. As you read Dan’s story, think about the
change we’ve seen in railroading in the last half
of the 20th century and the first 19 years of the
21st. Can you imagine where the pace of change
and technology will lead the industry 20 years
from now?
I look forward to seeing what the industry’s
best minds concoct. Railroading is ripe for new
ideas and new concepts. As a friend in the business said not long ago, “The coal business covered up a lot of sins for many years.” But now
coal is a faint whisper of its old importance, and
America has moved into the era of instant solutions for consumers.
Railroaders, are you up to the task?
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BIG BOY FLASHCARDS
Our success with previous flashcard sets (“Famous Trains” and
“Powerful Locomotives”) has
prompted a new set made especially to welcome Union Pacific
Big Boy No. 4014 back among the
living later this
year. “Big Boy:
Western Steam
Giants” is available now and
features 36
cards with
amazing photos
and interesting facts for any Big
Boy fan. The set tells the history of
the 25 massive 4-8-8-4 locomotives that ruled the mountains of
Utah and Wyoming. It has the
story of the eight survivors scattered across the U.S. And it has
exclusive TRAINS images from the
restoration that is set for completion in May. All three flashcard
sets are available now at
KalmbachHobbyStore.com.
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CONVERSATIONS
Social

SIEMENS TO SUPPLY 75 NEW
LOCOMOTIVES TO AMTRAK
What an encouraging sign from
Amtrak, supportive of its longdistance national routes, as opposed to the steady beat of other drums from its management
indicating just the opposite,
with cuts in station personnel,
the reservations center debacle,
and serious cuts in onboard
amenities, specifically dining
services. We’ll be watching.
A southbound Amtrak Cascades train heads past the former Northern Pacific Steilacoom depot, built in
1914, along the Puget Sound on June 25, 2018, at Steilacoom, Wash. TRAINS: David Lassen

Letters

Bob Johnston’s article, “Amtrak’s Money Mystery”
[pages 50-55, January], indicates Amtrak has
made the decision to implement ways to escape
potential growth in long-distance service. Anyone
who thought that Amtrak had creditability should
be extremely disappointed by Johnston’s review of
how logic at Amtrak has become so twisted.
Chuck Welsh, Ponte Vedra, Fla.

GREAT NORTHERN
PASSENGER SERVICE

Larry Jordan is absolutely spot-on with his comments on dealing with railroad trespassers in the
article, “Wi-Tronix CEO Larry Jordan” [“The
Trains Interview,” page 9, January]. The Federal
Railroad Administration statistics show trespassing incidents are steady or recently increasing.
The number of railroad police are few and
cannot always be at a location to provide persistent law enforcement presence. Public education
is important, but railroads need to reevaluate
their support to not only railroad police, but also
local law enforcement. Changing the rail safety
paradigm is critical as we move toward implementing technology in railroads, but responding
to what the technology in the cab observes still
requires police to provide that response to the
violation of law on railroad private property.

Paul Nelson, Waverly, Iowa

Richard Gent, Hot Rail LLC/Nevada Operation
Lifesaver, Fallon, Nev.

Join us

Send your thoughts. Email the editors at rpo@trainsmag.com or send a letter to Trains Railway Post
Office, P.O. Box 1612, Waukesha, WI 53187-1612. Letters may not be acknowledged and may be edited
for clarity and length. Let us know what you think on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.

facebook.com/TrainsMagazine
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METRA F59PHIS ENTER
REVENUE SERVICE
Glad they got a second life and
didn’t go to the scrapper, and
that we’re still going to be hearing the two-stroke cadence for
a few more years yet.
Eric Sandpaper Sundell,
via Facebook

That was a really smart move
by Metra. They got a good deal
on those units.
Michael Harpe, via Facebook

FUNERAL TRAIN COMPLETES
BUSH’S FINAL MISSION

RAILROAD TRESPASSING

The article, “Making Great
Northern Great” [pages 3643, January], was superb. I
would add, however, in
reference to author Steve
Glischinski’s comment on
page 42 that “GN took its
short-haul passenger business seriously,” that the
Great Northern
lines from St. Paul, Minn.,
directors’ special at
to Fargo, N.D., could also
St. Paul, Minn., in
have been included. Ten
May 1967. N.F. Priebe
passenger trains a day traveled between those two cities (five each way) as
late as October 1967.
Also, the North Dakota city of Grenora was
named after the Great Northern Railway.

James Churchill, via Facebook

@trains_magazine

I never knew he liked trains.
What a wonderful way to go
on your last trip. I know it was
a great honor for the Union
Pacific Railroad to be a part of
history and to thank President
Bush. God bless.
David Miller, via Facebook

WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE
STORY IN THE JANUARY ISSUE?
Amtrak’s flawed accounting
system, which is skewed toward
shutting it down.
David @AlwaysReading2,
via Twitter
Fixes
December 2018
Page 48: The construction date
for the Woods Hole, Mass., depot
in the bottom photo caption was
incorrect. The station was built
in 1901-02.
January 2019
Page 60: The caption information
for the top photo was incorrect.
The photo shows two distributed
power units at the rear of a southbound Union Pacific freight near
Klamath Falls, Ore.

News
LOCOMOTIVE P. 18 • PASSENGER P. 20

Oil boom (refined)
Railroads prepare for glut of crude oil in 2019; traﬃc could top 2014 highs
RAILROADS ARE ENJOYING another
surge in crude-oil traffic, three
years after the previous crudeby-rail boom went bust.
The rising tide of oil traffic is
focused on Canada this time,
and less about U.S. crude from
North Dakota. By October 2018,
Canadian oil accounted for nearly half the oil by
volume moving
on U.S. railroads,
according to U.S.
Energy Information Administration data. Canadian oil exports to the U.S. via
rail hit record levels in 2018 and
are expected to double this year.
But crude oil remains a tiny
component of overall rail traffic.
And the volume is driven to the
railroads by production that exceeds pipeline capacity leading

away from oil fields in Western
Canada, North Dakota, and
West Texas. It’s a temporary situation because oil companies
want crude oil to move via pipeline, and new and expanded
pipelines will eventually come
online, says Beth Lau, an oil and

against the British Columbiabased Trans Mountain pipeline
only adds to the Canadian oil
industry’s woes, says Mark
Bononi, a New York-based independent energy analyst. In the
short term, the pipeline ruling
means Canada will export more
crude to the U.S.
via rail. That volume will shift to
pipelines to the
U.S. and eventually the Canadian
West Coast for
export to Asia. Railroads are the
only option until then.
Canadian National and Canadian Pacific have signed longterm oil contracts with volume
commitments to protect their
investments in crews, locomotives, and track capacity in the
event that oil shipments

Canadian National ET44AC
No. 3009 leads a loaded crudeoil train on the CN Waukesha
Subdivision at Richfield, Wis.
Nolan Wallenkamp

CN IS WORKING TO DEVELOP A PRODUCT
CALLED “CANAPUX” THAT WOULD ALLOW
IT TO HAUL BITUMEN OR HEAVY CRUDE FROM
THE OIL SANDS IN SOLID PELLET FORM.
gas regulatory analyst for the
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers.
Canada’s oil producers have
two major problems: They are
producing more oil than can be
used domestically and their lone
export market is the U.S. An
August 2018 court ruling
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suddenly dry up, as they did a
few years ago. CP’s oil volumes
peaked at 110,000 carloads in
2014, for example, only to fall to
38,000 in 2016 as pipeline capacity caught up to demand.
CN and CP both say they accepted crude-oil traffic slowly in
2018 to ensure they had enough
capacity to continue to serve
long-term shippers such as
grain and lumber producers,
who have the ear of regulators
in Ottawa. Once winter is over
— and the railroads have more
locomotives and crews on hand
— both will bring on additional
crude traffic, executives say. This
year, CN expects its overall oil
traffic to exceed the peak year of
2014, when it handled 140,000
carloads of crude.
Transportation bottlenecks, a
shortage of tank cars, and a glut
of stored oil prompted Alberta
Premier Rachel Notley in late
November to propose having
the provincial government acquire its own fleet of 7,000 tank
cars and 80 locomotives to
move oil out of the province.
The equipment would begin to
arrive in December 2019 and by
August 2020 would boost the
province’s crude shipments by
120,000 barrels per day, making
a sizeable dent in the 190,000
barrels produced per day that
has no way to get to market.

Canadian Pacific ES44AC No. 8910 leads a tank car train west through
Reeseville, Wis. CP’s crude oil volumes are near 2014 highs. Drew Halverson

In December, Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
said Ottawa would be open to a
partnership to help fund the
approximately $740-million
rolling stock fleet.
CN wasn’t in a position to
comment on the proposal until
the Alberta government shares a
detailed plan, a spokesman says.
A CP representative also
declined to comment on the
Alberta proposal.
Pipeline construction delays
have extended the crude-by-rail
opportunity to four or five years,
CN officials have said. The longer timeline for adding pipeline
capacity also has led to talk of
oil producers building diluent
facilities that would enable railroads to handle pure bitumen
from Canada’s oil sands. Diluent
is added to bitumen to turn it
into a liquid for transport.
No oil is exported via ports
on Canada’s West Coast. But

Isabelle Courville to
helm Canadian Pacific
Courville to replace retiring Reardon
CANADIAN PACIFIC has named
Isabelle Courville to lead its
board of directors beginning
in May, when current Chairman Andrew Reardon will
step down.
“The board’s governance
committee has been working
closely with both Andy and
Isabelle on a smooth transition.
We are very proud to have our
first woman as chair of the
railroad,” Rebecca MacDonald,
chair of CP’s corporate governance and nominating commit-
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tee member, said in a statement.
Observers say that Courville will hold the distinction
of being the first woman to
head a Class I railroad board
of directors.
Reardon, who joined the
board in May 2013 and became
chairman in July 2015, told CP
he intends to retire
after the company’s annual
meeting on May 7, 2019.
“I’m proud to have been
associated with CP, its management, and board of directors,

CN is working to develop a
product called CanaPux that
would enable it to haul bitumen
or heavy crude from the oil
sands in solid pellet form for
export via unit hopper trains.
The puck-like pellets, about the
size of a bar of soap, are encased
in a polymer and are not flammable or explosive. They float,
so in the event of a spill, they
could be scooped up, the railroad says. CN is at least 18
months away from running a
pilot project to demonstrate the
feasibility of the product, process, and its economics, says
James Cairns, CN’s vice president of petroleum and chemicals. Lau says CanaPux are far
from a magic solution because
of the relatively minor volumes
likely to be involved.
In late 2018, roughly half of
the Canadian crude exported to
the U.S. was bound for refineries
on the Gulf Coast, with a quar-

ter of the volume delivered to
Midwest refineries. Nearly 20
percent went to refineries in the
Northeast, with the balance delivered to the U.S. West Coast.
CP is interchanging Gulf Coastbound oil traffic with BNSF
Railway, Kansas City Southern,
and Union Pacific, while CN
was interchanging as well as enjoying its long, single-line hauls
to refineries in Louisiana.
Crude-oil shipments from
the Bakken oil fields of North
Dakota have dried up on CP.
Not so for BNSF Railway, the
biggest hauler of crude in the
U.S. BNSF did not respond to a
request for comment on its oil
traffic. But oil produced in the
Bakken fields of North Dakota
accounted for two-thirds of
crude-by-rail loads originating
in the U.S. in October, according to U.S. energy data. Twothirds of that oil is flowing to
the West Coast, the federal data
show, while most of the rest is
bound for the East Coast.
Oil traffic out of the Permian
Basin of West Texas and southeastern New Mexico, served by
both BNSF and UP, ramped up
rapidly in the second half of
2018. But UP executives say the
crude-by-rail opportunity will
be short-lived as pipeline capacity increases this year and in
2020. — Bill Stephens

the next chapter of the
during a period of
CP story.”
great growth and posCourville, who has
itive change,” Reardon
degrees
in law and
said in a statement. “I
engineering physics,
wish CP continued
joined the railroad’s
success going forward
board of directors in
and have no doubt
this group of worldIsabelle Courville May 2013.
Courville, 55, will
class railroaders will
Canadian Pacific
step down as chair of
continue to deliver.”
the board of the Laurentian
Reardon, 72, was among
Bank of Canada in April 2019.
the close friends of the late
From 2007 to 2013, CourE. Hunter Harrison, who led
ville was president of the
Canadian Pacific from July
Hydro-Québec Distribution
2012 until January 2017.
and Hydro-Québec TransÉner“We will miss Andy after he
steps down in May of 2019, and gie companies.
Courville was active for 20
on behalf of the 13,000-strong
CP family, we thank him for his years in the Canadian telecommunications industry, where
service and dedication,” CEO
she served as president of Bell
Keith Creel said in a statement.
Canada’s Enterprise Group and
“Under Isabelle’s direction, the
as president and CEO of Bell
board remains in good hands
Nordiq Group.— Bill Stephens
and we look forward to writing
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CABLESS?! Insurance is expected to cover costs to repair Monon SW1 No. 50 after it struck a road overpass en route to a new home in Logansport,
Ind., Dec. 13. The locomotive is the Monon’s first diesel locomotive and was housed with the Indiana Transportation Museum collection. Don Nickel

Join Trains Magazine and Oregon Coast Scenic Railroad for a Rare Special Event!

‘Skookum’ in Steam!

12
SEATS
LEFT!

Big Boy’s Baby Sister in the Paciﬁc Northwest
March 14 and 15, 2019 • Garibaldi, Oregon

Enjoy two full days of great railroad photography and steam action
featuring the world’s only operating 2-4-4-2, including:
Log and mixed freight trains • Night photo session • Box lunches both days
Special guest star — Polson 2-8-2 No. 2!

THIS IS SKOOKUM’S FINAL APPEARANCE BEFORE LEAVING OREGON!
P33821

Space is limited, so reserve your spot by calling

503-842-7972
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THE TRAINS INTERVIEW

Boardman talks to TRAINS

Retired Amtrak CEO oﬀers unvarnished opinions on the railroad since he left it
Amtrak’s westbound Southwest
Chief approaches Lamy, N.M., on
jointed rail in 2014. As the only
train on this track, the Federal
Railroad Administration maintains
that positive train control is not
required, but Amtrak management
insists it is. Two photos, Bob Johnston

Public service
In military service
• U.S. Air Force Vietnam
veteran
In New York service
• Ran transit authorities in
Oneida and Broome
counties in N.Y. 1975-1988
• N.Y. Transportation
Commissioner 1997-2005
In Federal service
• Federal Railroad
Administration
administrator 2005-2008
• Amtrak president and
CEO 2008-2016
Retirement in Rome, N.Y.
• Rome Community Foundation 2017-present
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SINCE RETIRING as Amtrak’s
president and CEO in 2016
after eight years on the job, Joe
Boardman has actively monitored developments at the company as Wick Moorman and
Richard Anderson successively
assumed his former role in
each of the following years. He
has been open in expressing
opinions about apparent changes in the company’s priorities
since he left Washington for his
home in Rome, N.Y. Trains
spoke with Boardman to further explore his concerns and
put perspective on his tenure.

there a day or two per week.
Decisions were made without reviewing the impact to
safety, revenue generation, and
customer service of allowing
400 non-union management
people to leave the company in
buyouts. After the accidents in
Washington state [Amtrak
Cascades No. 501 in December
2017] and the southbound Silver Star in South Carolina two

Q What changes do you
believe managers have made
to Amtrak safety initiatives?

A We had a program that
trained employees with extensive railroad knowledge —
engineers and in some cases
conductors and road foremen
— as behavioral-based safety
people and coordinators that
could help us with risk assessment, but Moorman killed it.
And the budget was wiped out
for the Zero Defect Safety
program at [New York] Penn
Station under Wick’s watch.
So that’s why the [March and
April 2017] Penn Station derailments occurred. Wick wasn’t
paying attention; he was only

Joe Boardman

months later, senior leadership
began to talk about Amtrak as
being unsafe without positive
train control. My argument is
that Richard Anderson’s comments were damaging to the
company when there was no
reason or necessity for that
damage other than to cover
your tracks.
I don’t dispute the fact that
operational positive train

control would have protected
those trains, but we’ve been
running a safe railroad long
before PTC. The closest thing
would be automatic train stop
— ATS — on the Southwest
Chief route and that’s one they
don’t want to run at all.

Q How do you feel about
Amtrak’s diﬀerent approach to
working with BNSF Railway,
states, and communities to
keep the ‘Southwest Chief’ on
its route?

A They talk about freight
delays on the national network.
Probably the most reliable service we could run is from Kansas City, Mo., to Albuquerque,
N.M., about 950 miles where
we are the only trains operating. That was my vision: No
freight interference. Because
the line has ATS, at some point
we can increase that to 90 mph
across Kansas and have even
faster, more reliable service.
I really fault Amtrak management in pushing for positive
train control on the exempted
service right now. [There is no]
way it should cost $8 million a
year to maintain a signal system. For Amtrak management
to renege now [by not providing a $3-million match to leverage a $25-million federal
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NEWS
infrastructure improvement grant] about
what really could happen to improve that
line is beyond me. ...
The Federal Railroad Administration has
to be completely responsible for oversight of
safety. For Amtrak to come in and say that it
had decided to do something safer on an
exempt-from-PTC-route such as the Southwest Chief’s — and then say it’s too expensive
so we won’t run it — doesn’t balance the risk
with the need to provide the service. The
Amtrak board’s job is to carry out the
national rail system policy of Congress, but
instead they pass a mealy-mouthed policy
saying they will only run on tracks that have
that. And yet, they’ve asked for [PTC
implementation] extensions.

Q Management argues the train is too
expensive to operate. How was your
administration more revenue focused?
A One of the things you find out when
you get to Amtrak is that you just don’t put
butts in seats to maximize revenue. If you
listen to the customers, they are willing to
pay a greater amount for better service. We
talked a lot about things we’d like to do
with the dining cars, but if you’ll remember, we had this Congressman [former U.S.
Rep. John Mica, R-Fla.] who constantly
LLC
SP Steam from Monte Vista Publishing

SP v44

Begin the journey

in Portland, Or
RR West(South)

Joe Boardman used a Southwest Chief inspection train stop at Las Vegas, N.M., in August 2014,
to meet U.S. Sen. Martin Heinrich, D-N.M. (left), and local civic leaders. Bob Johnston

complained that you couldn’t sell food
unless you were making a profit with it.
We also viewed private cars and charters as a revenue opportunity. Once the
short platform problem at the Miami station was mitigated and we were able to run
trains in there, we put head-end power on
some of the tracks at the existing station so
we could generate revenue there. But now
they don’t want charters or the private-car
business. Here’s the problem: if you don’t
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follow through on what previous CEOs
have done, then you lose your credibility as
an organization.

Q Amtrak had management incentives
when you were running the company.
What is diﬀerent now?

A Cost has become a driver in a way that
it has begun to damage the system. We had
an overall revenue goal. But individual
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NEC’s infrastructure needs to be owned and
management goals that influence monebuilt by the U.S. government, and they can
tary bonuses were based on cost targets,
not revenue. The incentive program needs defer to the states using the Interstate Highway System model for the most efficient opto be revamped so cutting expenses is not
the sole focus. I mean, eventually what are eration of Amtrak, NJ Transit, Metro-North,
and the Long Island [Rail Road] — all pubyou going to cut if it is not the sole focus?
licly owned railroads in their own right.
Everything? And not run the trains? The
I think a federal administration with an
intent of Congress was to do as good a job
administrator should be responsible for
as we could, but now it’s just plain cost
Amtrak and run passenger rail in the U.S.;
cutting: Throwing employees out of the
the person should have a five-to-10-year apstations and reservation centers, cutting
pointment. For that to happen, there needs
meal service. ...
This is what is amazing to me: The board to be a real passenger-rail-transportation
policy — not policies that are half-hearted
felt they became more knowledgeable only
deflections to the Federal
because they had better
Transit Administration
financial information. I
or the Federal Railroad
insisted on transparency.
Administration. The ad[You’re] going to have the
ministrator should run it
confidence of Congress if
with a fairly small staff
[you] are telling them exable to tap knowledge of
actly what the numbers
real railroaders and deare. And that’s exactly
mand transparency and
what they’re not doing —
—
JOE
BOARDMAN,
FORMER
accountability from
on purpose — now, beAMTRAK PRESIDENT
management. We need a
cause they think they are
CEO who recognizes
smarter than everyone
what needs to be done on behalf of a
else. [Amtrak Chairman Anthony Coscia
national system and a board that needs to
wants numbers lumped together] because
get the hell out of the way. If the board is
they seem to agree with the blockheaded
only interested in the Northeast Corridor
moves management is making right now. I
or [real estate] development, then they are
don’t think Richard Anderson ever did an
missing their primary obligation of
honest assessment of what [the board was]
running a railroad.
up to and where they were going.
A lot of those [Amtrak’s directors] are
Q What structural changes would you
honestly good people but they are not
knowledgeable enough about policies that
like to see?
they should be about long distance trains.
A Amtrak wasn’t created to run the North- My view is that the investment we are making in the national network provides a
east Corridor, it was created to operate the
backbone for the nation in the future, and is
national network, which they are trying to
the core of Amtrak. — Bob Johnston
get out of running on a regular basis. The
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“ONE OF THE THINGS YOU
FIND OUT WHEN YOU GET
TO AMTRAK IS THAT YOU
JUST DON’T PUT BUTTS
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REVENUE.”

NEWS BRIEFS
Canada forces changes to railroader work rules
WORK RULES are changing for Canadian
railroaders after Canada’s Minister of
Transport ordered the nation’s railroads to
update their work rules to address crew-fatigue issues in December. Transport Minister Marc Garneau says companies must
submit updated rules for review by May 19,
with the government to approve the updated rules by the end of June.
“We now have a better understanding of
the extent to which fatigue can affect
human performance and ultimately
compromise railway safety. We need to
make changes now,” Garneau says.
Garneau’s order requires railroads to
revise worker schedules to account for
minimum rest periods and cumulative time
on duty, among other elements.

Seven Philadelphia “toaster” locomotives
are avoiding the scrapper’s torch for at
least a little while as the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
leases six AEM-7 locomotives and one
ALP-44 to NJ Transit for six months.
Knowledgable photographers spotted the
string of locomotives on a SEPTA line
before a move to NJ Transit just before
Christmas. Gary Pancavage
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The Leader in Contemporary Train DVDs

“No More Mindless Runbys”
Our DVDs show the Whole Train
We have 306 DVDs including 34 available in Bluray that show the whole train. Most of our programs show all of the trains, day and night, for at
least 24 hours. Expert commentary gives the train
symbol, origin and destination, and explains the
history and operations of the railroad or railroads
in the video. Our programs are documentaries
that cover contemporary railroading from 1992
to the present and were shot in locations all over
the United States and Canada.

NEWS BRIEFS
Mechanical issues
trouble St. Louis trolleys

Call or write for a catalogue
Big “E” Productions
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Or visit our Website at www.trainvideos.com
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St. Louis’ THE LOOP TROLLEY paused operations in December 2018 for maintenance. The 2.2-mile route linking the
Delmar Loop and Forest Park areas of
St. Louis opened Nov. 16 for Thursday
through Sunday service. Operators
closed the line Dec. 27 to Jan. 3, 2019, for
“system maintenance,” according to the
operator’s website. Local media outlets
say the maintenance addressed electrical and mechanical issues with the trolley system. Here, a trolley meets a Metro
Transit bus at the Delmar Loop trolley
stop on Nov. 24. Bruce Stahl

MUSIC CITY STAR riders who’ve depended on an extra Friday evening train are
looking elsewhere for transportation. The

NASHVILLE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY clipped Friday round-trip ser-
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Tourist Trains Guidebook, Seventh
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you’ll get the most current information on
500+ popular train attractions, museums,
and railroad vacation destinations in the
U.S. and Canada.
New for 2019, the seventh edition includes
a regional map of North America for quick
reference, as well as insider tips on what
to see and when to go. Plus, you’ll find
all-new attractions profiled by trusted
contributors with firsthand knowledge.

Don’t plan your next day
trip or vacation without
this unique travel guide!

Buy now from your local hobby shop!
Shop at KalmbachHobbyStore.com
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vice Dec. 28 between Nashville and Lebanon, Tenn., to comply with positive train
control rules. While the Star’s ridership
increased during 2018, authority board
members said it was necessary to eliminate a Friday-only evening train because
it would put the commuter service over
the maximum 12 daily trips allowed to
qualify for a PTC exemption for the
NASHVILLE & EASTERN RAILROAD. Traffic
exceeded 12 trips per day only on Fridays.

UNION PACIFIC is in the second phase of
operational changes, covering the railroad’s routes between Southern California and Chicago. The new plan aims
to get UP out of an operational funk
that has lasted more than a year. Congestion, particularly on U.S. Gulf Coast
routes, forced UP to pull locomotives
from storage and hire additional road
and yard crews. UP’s average train
speed has yet to return to the levels of
the fourth quarter of 2017 and remains
about 6 percent below December
2016, according to data filed with the
Surface Transportation Board.

COMMENTARY

The rails we see are
temporal
What changes need to be made to stop U.S. railroads
from complete dissolution?

Fred W. Frailey
ffrailey@gmail.com
Blog: TrainsMag.com

The last Illinois Terminal passenger train vacated the street-running track on Madison Street in Bloomington, Ill., in 1953, but you can still see the
rails on Oct. 18, 2016. Sixty-three years later, Norfolk Southern train D36 rattles across what was once a diamond crossing. Steve Smedley

am amazed how quickly nature and human development
reclaim an abandoned railroad right-of-way, even to the
point of seeming to flatten the elevation of what had been
the track structure. An analogy comes to mind: As with
forsaken railbeds, so it is with what’s here now. We are
mistaken to imagine that railroads themselves will be with us forever, when in fact nothing is writ to make them so. Where are the
stagecoach factories of the 19th century? What became of the
buggy-whip makers, or trolley-car manufacturers, for that matter?
In a few years we may be asking the same of small-town daily

I

newspapers, Sears, and perhaps General Electric. Technology can
render entire industries obsolete, just as misguided decisions by
management can do the same to once-mighty companies.
This floated to mind while driving through Oklahoma and
Kansas. At Atoka, Okla., I remembered seeing the tracks of Oklahoma City-Ada-Atoka in 1955. The next time my family drove to
Grandma’s, the rails were gone but the ties and wooden bridges remained. Might something still be there? The dogs and I detoured
along U.S. Highway 75 toward Coalgate. We saw not a trace.
We turned around and headed for Coffeyville, Kan. I rememTrainsMag.com
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bered the tower that stood beside the Missouri Pacific-Katy crossing
in South Coffeyville. Here the Katy’s forlorn Oklahoma City-Parsons
line crossed MoPac’s busier Kansas City-Little Rock artery. The levermen cleared maybe 10 MoPac and two Katy trains a day before
the tower was automated in 1958. I pulled over, downloaded a U.S.
Geological Survey quadrangle map and found the
spot, but nothing of the Katy (although its former
tracks are used as industrial spurs on the Kansas side).
I headed due west from Coffeyville. Nearing
Arkansas City, Kan., I saw a sign for Silverdale. Didn’t
MoPac’s branch line to Ark City go through there? I
downloaded another map to see that Silverdale was
where Midland Valley’s line from central Oklahoma
to Wichita joined a MoPac branch to get into Ark
City. Silverdale is a four-by-four village: four streets
north-south by four streets east-west. I drove to the spot where the
Midland Valley joined the MoPac. No evidence ever of a railroad.
Let’s go back to my analogy. Railroads did in stagecoaches and
cooked canals. Then trucks on interstate highways began to fry the
railroad freight business, and automobiles, helped by jet aircraft, all
but killed passenger rail. The competition shrank railroad mileage.

In one respect, railroads have done fine, since 1980 increasing their
freight ton-miles in the U.S. from 22 to 32 percent. But where it really counts — which mode gets the transportation dollars — railroads
are almost irrelevant. In 2016, Class I railroads grossed $70 billion in
revenue versus $739 billion for truckers. And the gap is widening.
The specters of technological change and poor
business decisions hang over railroads. Technology
(and political sentiment) are turning against coal, railroads’ biggest commodity. And platooned and driverless trucks threaten to make intermodal traffic on
railroads economically unattractive to shippers.
Unless. Unless what? Well, we don’t know. That’s
where business judgment comes in. Maybe it’s right to
cut your costs, as Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, CSX Transportation, and now Union Pacific have
done under Precision Scheduled Railroading. Maybe railroads
should be doing everything they can to prepare their rights-of-way
for driverless trains. Maybe management bonuses and stock grants
should depend on right-day delivery of scheduled cars to customers.
Any of these things or others could be game changers. What I’d like
to see, for starters, is a railroad chief executive running scared. 2

THE SPECTERS OF
TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE AND
POOR BUSINESS
DECISIONS HANG
OVER RAILROADS.

Silver lining for
‘Silver Splendor’
Reﬂections on an unusual transcontinental trip
and what it means for the future of one special car
n November, my old friend David Swirk, president and
co-owner of New Hampshire’s Conway Scenic Railroad,
called me with a rare opportunity. He’d just bought former Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Vista-Dome Silver
Splendor and offered to hire me to document its move
east from Los Angeles. I didn’t hesitate and made my travel plans
quickly. Soon I was enduring a Delta flight to make the rail journey
that would connect the dots for me in many ways.
What better way to experience a modern transcontinental journey than to begin in that early bastion of the American car culture and work west to
east? To ensure that I’d fully appreciate the finer
points of my rail trip, I sampled Los Angeles traffic,
driving the famed Interstate 5 and I-405 at rush hour.
In my book “Streamliners: Locomotives and
Trains in the Age of Speed and Style,” I profiled
dome-car development. This postwar innovation is
credited to General Motors’ Cyrus R. Osborn, an
EMD vice president, whose vision for an elevated
“Astra Dome” was key to GM’s concept train: the low-profile,
streamlined domeliner called Train of Tomorrow that was finally
built in 1947. However, CB&Q was the first to adopt and advance
GM’s concept, and in 1945 rebuilt a Budd-stainless steel coach into
its own glass-top prototype named Silver Dome. From its conception, the dome was envisioned as a means of promoting long-distance rail travel; domes, including many built by Budd, became

I

features of postwar streamliners. In 1956, Burlington’s Denver
Zephyr was among the last trains to be re-equipped with domes, so
Silver Splendor (which CB&Q called Silver Buckle) was among the
last of its kind.
A dome car offers passengers a panoramic view, and the forward
elevated view is one of the great pleasures of this sophisticated vehicle. Amtrak inherited numerous domes from private railroads with
its May 1971 startup. A few were converted to headend power in the 1980s, but most were displaced with
the conversion of western trains to Superliners, a
move that coincided with the phasing out of steamheated heritage equipment. During this transition,
Silver Splendor left Amtrak’s roster. In the 1990s, the
car was acquired by California couple Heidi and John
Caestecker, who restored it to service and for the last
dozen years operated it on Los Angeles-based
excursions attached to scheduled Amtrak trains.
Swirk described our journey as “a turning point in
the car’s history.” Conway Scenic’s acquisition is the
silver lining to the cloud cast by Amtrak’s recent more restrictive
policy for handling private cars, which contributed to the Caesteckers’ decision to part with the car. They traveled with us east from LA
on a bittersweet farewell. Departing LA Union Station, the dome
was positioned behind the baggage car on Amtrak’s Southwest Chief.
At Fullerton, Riverside, and San Bernardino, Silver Splendor’s fans
came to see the car on its way, marking the end of an era.

HISTORIC ROLLING
STOCK ALONG
OUR JOURNEY
DEMONSTRATED A
GREAT NATIONAL
INTEREST IN
RAILROAD
HERITAGE.
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Brian Solomon
briansolomon.author@gmail.com
@briansolomon.author
Blog: briansolomon.com/trackingthelight/
Podcast: TrainsMag.com

Amtrak’s Southwest Chief, with Silver Splendor on the head end,
makes a stop at Raton, N.M., on Nov. 19, 2018. The Vista-Dome is en
route to its new home at Conway Scenic Railroad in New Hampshire.

Splendor view: Amtrak’s Southwest Chief rolling east of Las Vegas,
N.M., passes Union Switch & Signal T2 signals — some of the last
semaphores remaining in the U.S. Two photos, Brian Solomon

BNSF’s former Santa Fe transcon exceeded my expectations. The
track quality was excellent. I enjoyed watching the signals, especially as we approached diverging moves through crossovers to weave
around the tide of freights. At times, every 5 or 10 minutes, we met
or overtook freights — predominantly double-stack trains led by
modern six-axle GE diesels. I was delighted to see relatively large
numbers of passengers getting on and off at small places along the
way. Yet, often our train paused for 15 minutes or more where a
5-minute stop should have been ample time to do its business.
After a layover in Chicago, we continued east at the rear of Amtrak’s Lake Shore Limited. At Albany, N.Y., Silver Splendor was uncoupled to await transport by freight railroads to New Hampshire.

The array of historic rolling stock displayed along our journey
demonstrated to me a great national interest in railroad heritage.
Yet, too often, preserved rolling stock were unanimated fossils
from an earlier era. By contrast, Silver Splendor is alive and will remain operational to help re-create the experience of classic transcontinental streamlined train travel. This will offer a new generation the pleasure of traveling for the sake of the journey, more than
merely an endurance test to get where you are going. For me, the
trip brought back memories of my first big train trip: also west to
east in a Budd Vista-Dome, but on Northern Pacific’s North Coast
Limited; for David Swirk, our trip offered ideas on how to better
entertain and inform Conway’s visitors. 2
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25th ANNUAL WHEEL RAIL INTERACTION CONFERENCE

COMING TO NEW ORLEANS • JUNE 18-21, 2019
Rail Transit Seminar
JUNE 18, 2019

Shop for books, DVDs,
downloads, gear and
other products related
to your favorite hobby.
Visit
KalmbachHobbyStore.com

The Rail Transit Seminar is devoted
to examining wheel/rail, vehicle/
track interaction on rail transit
systems. This cross-disciplinary
seminar includes presentations from
experts in vehicle/track dynamics,
noise and vibration, vehicle/track
design and maintenance, friction
management, and State of Good
Repair. Join a unique group of transit
professionals, researchers and
suppliers at this seminar to examine
recent developments in research
and technology, to participate in
lively discussion and gain a better
understanding of the complex
interaction at the rail transit wheel/
rail interface.

Principles Course
JUNE 19, 2019
The Principles of Wheel/Rail
Interaction Course is an intensive,
full-day course that provides
fundamental coverage of the
primary aspects of wheel/rail,
vehicle/track interaction. Drawing
from both theory and practical
application, the course covers contact
mechanics, track geometry, vehicle
suspension systems, vehicle/track
dynamics, wheel/rail proﬁle design,
friction management, measurement
technologies and more—all
the elements that are required
to promote a more complete
understanding of vehicle/track
dynamics and wheel/rail interaction.

For more information on the 25th Annual Conference,
please go to www.wheel-rail-seminars.com or
contact Brandon Koenig, Director of Operations:
Brandon@wheel-rail-seminars.com, 847-808-1818

Heavy Haul Seminar
JUNE 20 - 21, 2019
The Heavy Haul Seminar is devoted
to examining wheel/rail, vehicle/
track interaction on rail freight and
shared-track passenger systems.
The Seminar brings together track
and mechanical users, researchers
and suppliers in a positive,
educational setting like no other in
the industry. Information on where
and how the latest technology is
being used to improve wheel/rail
interaction and overall performance
on freight and passenger railways
is presented by some of the best
minds in railroading. Information is
presented through a combination of
seminar sessions, panel discussions,
dedicated Q&A periods and
“InfoZone” sessions.

Conference produced by:
Wheel Rail Seminars
www.facebook.com/WheelRailSeminars
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LOCOMOTIVE

SD = special duty
This SD70ACe has done what few other locomotives have
Union Pacific SD70ACe No.
4141 sits on display at Proviso
Yard near Chicago on Dec. 15,
2018, after leading President
George H.W. Bush’s funeral train
in Texas. Two photos, Chris Guss

4141 fast facts
Model: SD70ACe
Manufacturers: EMD and
Progress Rail
Years built: 2004-2014
Horsepower: 4,300
On UP roster: 685
(Excludes Tier 4 credit units
built 2015-2018)
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UNION PACIFIC SD70ACE
No. 4141 is no doubt the most
recognizable locomotive in the
public’s eye these days.
After sitting virtually dormant in Arkansas for years, the
passing of President George
H.W. Bush on Nov. 30, 2018,
pressed the locomotive into
service in what may be its last
revenue move of its short career. Built in 2005 as No. 8423,
the locomotive was released
from EMD’s London, Ontario,
plant unpainted and briefly operated in primer before heading
to Wisconsin & Southern’s
paint booth in Horicon, Wis.,
for its Air Force One-inspired
paint scheme. Covered while in
transit from Wisconsin to
Texas, the locomotive was unveiled to President H.W. Bush
and the world on Oct. 18, 2005,
during a ceremony at Texas
A&M University in College
Station, Texas, which is the site
of his library and museum.
Following the inauguration
ceremony, the locomotive was
released for revenue service in
late November pulling UP
freight trains systemwide.

During the Great Recession,
the locomotive was parked in
2009 at the company’s shops in
North Little Rock, Ark., for
about two years before stretching its legs again on the main
line in 2011 to move to Marshalltown, Iowa, for EMD to
perform maintenance. Since
then, it’s been parked waiting
for a duty few locomotives
have performed.
The plan to use this locomotive and the specially modified passenger car to transport
the president to his final resting place after his passing had
been in place for years. To fulfill this plan, the locomotive
had to be in a ready state of
repair in case it was suddenly
needed. Unlike traditional
locomotive storage, where
fluids are drained, batteries are
removed, etc., No. 4141 was
started and operated several
times a year, typically assigned
to a local between North Little
Rock and Pine Bluff, Ark., to
keep the locomotive in good
working order. When it wasn’t
pulling tonnage on a local, the
locomotive was stored under a

special Kevlar cover to protect
its paint from fading. Even
with the cover, the locomotive
did require periodic work to
keep the paint in excellent
shape. This ranged from minor
touch-up painting over the
years to a complete redo of the
silver paint from the frame
down in 2015.
The unique paint scheme
was designed by an Omaha,
Neb., graphic design firm
where UP’s headquarters is located. The design firm worked
with UP’s government affairs
and mechanical departments
to help create the design that
was inspired by the paint
scheme applied to modern day
presidential aircraft. Government affairs suggested the general idea of the paint scheme
while the mechanical department refined the concept and
ensured it stayed as faithful as
possible to the aircraft’s
scheme. Famous American industrial designer Raymond
Loewy created the design used
on the presidential aircraft and
has been applied to many aircraft assigned to presidential

LOCOMOTIVE BRIEFS
Gensets return on R.J. Corman

The cast bronze logo of the presidential
museum and library for President George
H.W. Bush adorns the locomotive’s flanks.

service from the Kennedy administration
to the present.
To ensure accuracy in colors on No.
4141, Union Pacific borrowed Imron paint
samples from U.S. Air Force personnel stationed at Joint Base Andrews near Washington, D.C., where the presidential aircraft
are maintained. Decals were made for the
locomotive in Wisconsin, about an hour’s
drive from Wisconsin & Southern’s paint
shop. Each color was a separate decal,
which gave the look of a silk-screen design
when applied. The American flag was
placed on the “tail” of the locomotive while
the George H.W. Bush Presidential Library
and Museum seal was applied to both sides
of the locomotive cab, mimicking the
location of the presidential seal found on
today’s presidential aircraft. The two seals
applied to the locomotive are cast bronze
logos, hand painted and applied with epoxy
and a rolled steel ring around the perimeter
to discourage anyone from attempting to
remove it from the locomotive.
The next chapter includes a tour of the
system for employee displays, so the locomotive can be seen in freight service,
albeit briefly, one more time.
“The George Bush 4141 locomotive is
traveling to various Union Pacific facilities
around our network to give employees an
opportunity to see it firsthand,” spokeswoman Kristen South tells Trains. “It was
our honor and privilege to participate in
President Bush’s final journey, and to
provide an opportunity for Americans to
participate in that experience. While there
may be future public displays, none are
planned at this time out of respect for the
late president and his family.”
No. 4141 has had one of the most
unique careers in railroading. Union
Pacific created an impressive tribute to a
president and his library that will likely
never be repeated again in the railroad
industry. — Chris Guss

R.J. CORMAN’s newest genset, RP23BD
No. 2017, sits in Lexington, Ky., on Dec. 11,
2018. The genset was built by AMERICAN
MOTIVE POWER in Dansville, N.Y., and is the
first of four scheduled to be built. About 80
percent of the cost of the four gensets
were paid for by public funding and intended to reduce emissions in the Lexington and Louisville areas. R.J. Corman plans
to use the RS23BDs on locals in the two
cities and its Alcan slab train symbolled
Z544 and Z545 between Berea and Bowling Green, Ky. The genset is equipped to
meet Tier 3 emissions standards, giving it
a bulkier appearance than previous
gensets. Garland McKee

ILLINOIS CENTRAL Nos. 1007 and 1012 are in
charge of CANADIAN NATIONAL local L536
between Glenn Yard near Chicago and Kirk
Yard in Gary, Ind., on Nov. 8, 2018. During fall
2018, many of the IC SD70s had a homecoming of sorts, when they were assigned
to local and regional train service around
Chicago. Many trains operate with just
SD70s, ranging anywhere from two to six at
times. The units have also been spotted on
trains A407 and A408 between Kirk Yard
and Centralia, Ill. As of late December, more
than half of the 40-unit fleet was operating
in the Chicago area. Chris Guss

Nickel Plate Heritage Railroad’s NICKEL
PLATE EXPRESS unveiled its new paint
scheme on former ERIE MINING F9 No. 4214
in time for its holiday trips out of Atlanta,
Ind., north of Indianapolis on a former
Norfolk & Western line. Seen on Dec. 8,
2018, the Nickel Plate Express Reindeer
Ride Express traveled from Atlanta to
Cicero, Ind. Plans for operations include
expanding service to Noblesville, Ind., and
potentially Tipton, Ind. The company plans
to operate themed excursions year-round
with the equipment. Don Nickel

With the loss of coal service on
Genesee & Wyoming’s UTAH RAILWAY in
central Utah, its eclectic roster of primarily MK5000C and Australian-built SD50S
units that once pulled its coal trains have
been scattered to other G&W properties.
Cincinnati-based INDIANA & OHIO has
been assigned two SD50S units, IORY
Nos. 5016 and 5017. The locomotive features a shorter-than-normal frame and a
second cab roof to protect crews from the
blistering northern Australian heat that
original owner HAMMERSLEY IRON operated in. Michael Schwiebert
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PASSENGER

Heritage cars’
last hurrah
Amtrak equipment sale brings potential buyers to Beech Grove
Potential buyers look over
crew dorm No. 2500, originally
Santa Fe sleeping car Pine
Brook, at Amtrak’s Beech Grove
shops. Two photos, Bob Johnston
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NO FANFARE OR CEREMONY commemorated the final revenue
run of Amtrak heritage dining
cars. This is no surprise; current
management has downplayed
the need for the kind of hospitality provided by these rolling
restaurants built in the 1940s
and 1950s.
Yearning for a proper sendoff, Trains traveled to the
company’s Beech Grove Heavy
Maintenance Facility outside
Indianapolis on Dec. 14, 2018
— the last day 19 diners were
scheduled to be displayed for
potential sale or donation.
Also on the block: 51 baggage cars; 18 former Santa Fe
and Union Pacific 10-roomette,
six-bedroom sleeping cars converted to crew dormitory cars
in the 1990s; five long-retired
ex-Santa Fe hi-level coaches;
and seven refrigerated express
cars. All were on display on 10
tracks in back of Beech Grove’s
shop buildings except one crew
dorm in Washington, D.C., and
the reefers, in Los Angeles.
Another 35 cars and locomotives from a sale which
closed the previous month were
still on the property; that offer
included the Coast Starlight’s
five Pacific Parlour Cars yanked
from service early in 2018.

About 20 visitors were on
hand to inspect the cars on that
rainy Friday.
“I’m just here to look at
anything they have for sale,”
explains Ray Getty, who traveled from Frametown, W.Va.,
on behalf of the Elk River Railroad. “I’ve seen some thick
wheels and that’s kind of exciting, because I expected everything would be run down.”

“WE’RE DEFINITELY
LOOKING FOR
DINING CARS TO
IMPROVE OUR
ONBOARD
EXPERIENCE,”
— POTENTIAL BUYER
DAVE MCPHERSON
Getty was taking particular
interest in dining car 8502,
christened Silver Cuisine when
delivered to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy by the Budd
Co. in 1952. Beech Grove Mechanical Operations Manager
Eric Sexton says the car traveled 7,814,912 miles hosting
Amtrak customers before it
was stored on Feb. 24, 2017.
Similar data isn’t available for
its 19 years in the consist of

Burlington streamliners.
The sounds of whirring ventilation fans and steaks on the
griddle that marked these cars’
service life was replaced by
silence in the darkened dining
room, save for a solitary drip of
a water leak. Yet the etched glass
of a booth partition exemplified
classy surroundings that welcomed travelers throughout the
diner’s long and productive life.
“We’re definitely looking for
dining cars to improve our
onboard experience,” says Dave
McPherson, who came to Beech
Grove from Ohio’s Hocking Valley Scenic Railway with fellow
volunteer Frank Brose. “It will
be a challenge to get these
shipped,” he says, aware that
Amtrak has made it clear all
equipment is offered “as is,
where is.” Cars will be delivered
by freight trains at the new
owner’s expense.
A walk through diner 8554,
built by Budd for New York
Central in 1948, reveals Amtrak menus from late 2005
strewn across several tables,
evidence of how rapidly some
of these cars were set aside.
One menu cover is inscribed
with the William Shakespeare
quote, “Strive mightily, but eat
and drink as friends.” The car

SEE MORE OF TRAINS’ BEECH GROVE VISIT IN A TRAINSMAG.COM PHOTO GALLERY

racked up 6,176,302 Amtrak
miles but still looked fresh and
serviceable after 70 years.
Many visitors had specific
goals. Michael Brown of Chattanooga, Tenn., representing
Diamond Rail Group, tells
Trains he’s there on behalf of
several clients. “But I’m especially looking at heritage dining
cars that haven’t been fully gutted with Timoinsa interiors replacing the original designs,” he
says. (Amtrak used Timoinsa
kits to remodel some diners.)
“It wouldn’t be a big leap to
bring them back to an original
look.” Brown also examined
perhaps the oldest vehicle on
the lot, a baggage car built by
American Car & Foundry in
1946 for New York Central’s
streamliner fleet.

Matt Reinert, manager of passenger operations for Vintage Rail Car
Charters, inspects diner 8554, built for the New York Central in 1948.

Wayne York, senior excursion manager of the Fort
Wayne Railroad Historical
Society, also likes one of the 11
ACF baggage cars for possible
use as a tool or concession car
on excursions. He is unsure of

these cars’ scrap value, but expected to bid somewhere in the
$10,000 range. “I doubt if they
would take less than that,” he
guesses. Amtrak won’t divulge
the bids accepted on the previous sale, or whether it approved

Siemens lands VIA order
Brightline builder to construct new corridor equipment
BUYING CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES “off the
shelf ” has the advantage of minimizing
design flaws, cost overruns, and unforeseen
challenges. That’s apparently the significant
factor which prompted VIA Rail Canada to
bypass Bombardier, Talgo, and Stadler in
favor of Siemens Mobility trainsets, based
on equipment for Florida’s Brightline, now
Virgin Trains USA [see “Brightline Partners
with Virgin,” “Passenger,” February 2019].
VIA will spend $989 million Canadian
(about $734 million U.S.) to acquire 32
trainsets for its Quebec City-Windsor,
Ontario, corridor. The new trains, with a
total seating capacity pegged at 9,100, will
begin entering service by 2022, replacing
nearly 40-year-old Bombardier-built LRC
(“Light Rapid Comfortable”) cars and
British-built Renaissance coaches.
Many details of the order have yet to be
revealed or contractually finalized. VIA
spokeswoman Mariam Diaby
tells Trains the

In a rendering, VIA
Rail Canada shows the
anticipated appearance of its
Siemens Charger locomotive for
corridor service. VIA Rail Canada

average trainset will consist of one 4,400hp Charger locomotive, two business-class
cars, two economy-class coaches, and one
economy coach cab car. While Brightline
equipment operates with a locomotive at
each end, Siemens has begun working on a
cab car design for California. It specified
that option for similar, semipermanently
coupled trainsets the state has ordered in
place of its failed order with Nippon
Sharyo for bilevel equipment.
Manufacturing synergy derived from
the varying needs of multiple customers
also plays a role. Brightline trains utilize
high-level platforms exclusively, but the
cars Siemens is building for California and
Midwest states are designed to serve lowlevel platforms with steps, and presumably
will have mechanized lifts for travelers with
disabilities. VIA has high-level platforms at
Montreal’s Central Station, but low-level
boarding elsewhere; Diaby says, “No platform changes are planned at this time.”
The equipment is to contain 20 percent
Canadian content, though neither VIA nor
Siemens would elaborate on how that is to
be achieved. It will be maintained by
VIA at its Toronto and Montreal shops
and supported by a separate 15-year
Technical Services and Spares
(parts) Agreement with Siemens,
valued annually at C$23.7 million
(or $17.6 million U.S.). Siemens’
maintenance deal is similar to the
one it has with Brightline.
— Bob Johnston

any outright donations, but
spokesman Marc Magliari says
none of the cars in the previous
offer had been scrapped. Final
bids on this batch were due
Jan. 4, 2019.
Such sales have occurred
throughout Amtrak’s history
when the company obtained
enough new equipment to replace what it originally selected
from the railroads. The longevity of these cars is a tribute to
the original designs, and to the
creativity and dedication of the
men and women toiling at
Beech Grove to keep everything rolling long after Budd,
ACF, and Pullman Standard
went out of business. Fortunately, they do the same kind of
work today on 40-year-old
Superliners. — Bob Johnston

PASSENGER BRIEF
Amtrak to add new
Chargers, too

Bolstering the SIEMENS CHARGERS’
status as North America’s new standard
passenger diesel, AMTRAK announced
on Dec. 21 that it was ordering 75 of the
locomotives for long-distance service.
The 4,400-hp locomotives, compliant
with Tier 4 emission standards, will replace a portion of the passenger carrier’s active fleet of 183 P42s and 13 P40s
from GE Transportation. Some of those
locomotives are more than 25 years old.
The new locomotives will have slight differences from the Chargers in regional
Amtrak service, according to a Siemens
spokeswoman, including increased
head-end power capabilities and
changes for operations in regions with
differing climate conditions. Deliveries
are expected to begin in summer 2021.
Siemens Mobility rendering
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A Rocky Mountaineer test train with
new GoldLeaf dome car No. 9541
heads east at Kamloops, British
Columbia, on Canadian Pacific’s
Shuswap Sub, on Aug. 1, 2018.
Russell Grycan

North America’s premier luxury train operator, Rocky Mountaineer,
expands its GoldLeaf dome ﬂeet in Canada
Story and photos by Bob Johnston

Railcars can’t be ordered out of a catalogue. Especially if the purchaser
knows exactly what amenities and hospitality will prompt prospective passengers to part with thousands of dollars for a worthy onboard experience.
Rocky Mountaineer faced that reality when it sought to expand its fleet.
ENHANCING THE BRAND
The operator built its successful business model by gradually upgrading service
aboard 1950s-vintage former Canadian
National lightweight Daynighter coaches it
inherited from VIA Rail Canada in 1990
on the initial route between Vancouver,
British Columbia, and the Canadian Rockies [see “It Takes More Than Scenery,” February 2016 Trains]. The cars had relatively
big windows by intercity chair car standards, and the energetic seasonal staff
made customers feel at home on the twoday trip spliced with an overnight stop at
Kamloops, B.C. But there is only so much
you can do with decades-old equipment
built for an entirely different purpose.
Arrival in 1995 of Rocky Mountaineer’s
first GoldLeaf dome, based on a bilevel
design Colorado Railcar owner Tom Rader
pioneered for cruise line land-package,
daytime tours on the Alaska Railroad, delivered a noticeable boost in patronage and
pricing power. GoldLeafs provided leisure
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sightseers with unique wraparound glass
upstairs and gourmet meals prepared in a
lower-level onboard kitchen adjacent to a
downstairs dining room. Over the next 12
years, as rave reviews and positive passenger word of mouth poured in, Rocky
Mountaineer became a regular Colorado
Railcar customer, ordering a total of 16 cars
from the Fort Lupton, Colo., specialty
builder as the operator’s financial resources
permitted. The four cars delivered between
2005 and 2007 eliminated half of the window posts, more than doubling the size of
the upstairs windows, and sported enlarged
outdoor viewing platforms.
Then in 2008, the spigot went dry.
Rader’s company slipped into bankruptcy
and ceased manufacturing after he
attempted to branch out into diesel multiple-unit railcar production and lost
millions operating GrandLuxe Rail Journeys just as that year’s economic downturn negatively impacted investment and
leisure travel.

FILLING THE VOID
The recession meant the need for new
GoldLeafs wasn’t immediate, but Rocky
Mountaineer management was well aware
that the cars’ ability to please customers
translates into more revenue per passenger. Coupled with route expansion to Seattle and a three-day Jasper, Alberta-toVancouver itinerary via Prince George
and Whistler, B.C., more cars could satisfy

The GoldLeaf test crew poses for a photo.
From left: Alistair Sutherland with Rocky
Mountaineer; Mike Meier and Mateusz
Ocetkiewicz with builder Stadler; and
Christina Ornig and Helmut Gaber with testing firm PJ Messtechnik GmbH. Russell Grycan

Rocky Mountaineer makes certain its train
looks uniform, despite using different railcar
manufacturers. This train highballs west
at Ashcroft, B.C., June 7, 2018. Ted Ellis

heightened demand while improving each
train’s profitability.
So after years of informal inquiries,
Rocky Mountaineer issued a request for
information to prospective builders in 2015.
Significantly, the operator wasn’t looking for
something markedly different than what
Colorado Railcar had produced, but an updated, fully compatible version incorporating similar glass-bending technology while
reprising an upper- and lower-level layout
configuration that had proven successful.
“Two builders responded, and we
worked with both of them for four months
to finish the design criteria, and then another six months to write a spec for 10 cars to
be delivered over three years,” recalls Gord
Miller, Rocky Mountaineer’s vice president
of Railway Operations and Asset Development. “Integration was the deciding factor
in going with Stadler Rail AG,” he says (declining to name the other builder), “because
they came back to us with an end-to-end
solution: all engineering capabilities are
within the organization, they build their
own trucks and wheelsets, and have inhouse welding and body frame construction.” It didn’t matter that all work would
take place in Germany and Switzerland,

All Rocky Mountaineer GoldLeaf domes have overhead lighting whose color can be altered by
car hosts to fit sunny (blue) or cloudy (red) weather outside. Employing technology previously
used on airliners, the new Stadler domes are the first railcars equipped with electrically
dimmable, tinted windows that can be similarly adjusted for conditions.

Miller says, “since we had an opportunity to
see workmanship [from their manufacturing facilities] over there.”
Missteps plagued procurement of bilevel passenger cars that Nippon Sharyo
tried to build but never did for California
and Midwest states, and CAF USA’s 125car Viewliner II order that could take 10
years to complete for Amtrak. But working with a company that is responsible for
a product and all required components
from design through production means
no finger-pointing among different suppliers and subcontractors.
“It also allowed us to be more flexible and
speed up the process by two or three years,”
Miller says, “since we didn’t have to design
everything before cutting the first piece of
steel, as in a traditional procurement.”

WHAT’S NEW?
After completion in Berlin, GoldLeaf
No. 9541 made its way by ship from Hamburg, Germany, to the Port of Tacoma, and
then by rail to Kamloops in June 2018. The
new car was still undergoing testing when
Rocky Mountaineer Director of Asset
Development Scott Dearin and Project
Manager Geo Antony took a tour with
Trains in early October 2018.
Although the new car has been designed
to be nearly identical to the updated version
of its Colorado Railcar cousins delivered
more than 10 years ago, Dearin and Antony
are happy to point out and demonstrate a
few of the new car’s unique attributes.
Dimmable tint windows: “The upper
dome panes are normally tinted,” says Dearin, “but applying current to foil cells inside
TrainsMag.com
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A lone passenger braves the rear platform as
a westbound run pulls away from Golden,
B.C., on Oct. 11, 2018.

Lighting, air conditioning, and the PA systems
can be controlled from this car host’s desk.

the glass on a cloudy day brightens them up;
taking electricity away makes it dark.” The
technology has been used in autos and office
buildings for several years but never on railcars before, he says, predicting that guests
who spend the whole day under glass will
find the feature a welcome addition.
Touch screen controls for lighting,
sound, and air conditioning: Guests likely
won’t notice a difference because all of the
16 other GoldLeafs have been updated with
RGB lighting, but Antony demonstrates how
car hosts can now coordinate changing colors with degree of tint. “Blue is for high sun
in the afternoon, and if it’s a cold and cloudy
morning,” he says, “we put on a warmer
[red] tone. We did studies with those colors
and they were the ones that provided the
best guest experience.”
Air ducts and glass bending: “In order
to make sure the windows have the clarity
GoldLeaf service is known for,” Dearin says,
“we built a full-size plywood mock-up of a
window with an added duct for air conditioning and set it up outside Stadler’s Berlin
manufacturing facility. The technical challenges around bending and laminating multiple pieces of glass with the dimmable foil

Asset Development Director Scott Dearin
stands in the state-of-the-art kitchen.

inside had to be overcome, so we established
the process and confirmed we were able to
repeat it.”
Kitchen layout: Designers also built a
full-size mock-up of the galley that went
through five iterations to determine the optimal positioning of storage units, preparation surfaces, cooktops, ovens, dishwashers,
and other appliances necessary to produce
high-quality meals in the confined lowerlevel space. “We brought our [on-board]

Andy Fiorini (left) and Dianne Straker of
the Vancouver, B.C., area enjoy breakfast
in the downstairs dining room as the
Banff, Alta.-bound train passes through
Notch Hill, B.C., where CP tracks with
different ruling grades diverge.

European-type air-spring trucks were
modified to provide a smoother ride.

team over to look at it.” Dearin says. “That
way we knew when we built it that it is going
to work for them.”
Trucks: Based on a European design
beefed up to handle the new cars’ 82.7-ton
weight, the trucks’ rubberized bladder
inflates with pressurized air as the primary
suspension, with a mechanical-spring
secondary suspension. “The ride quality is a
definite improvement,” Dearin says.
More diagnostics: Antony opens a
health-monitoring panel, which displays the
output of sensors from both trucks and all
onboard systems including toilets, air circulation, and doors. “It has three pieces,” he
says. “Alarm history shows the date and time
when a circuit breaker opens; the alarm list
shows how all systems are performing right
now; and data logging — the coolest thing
for me because it shows you any data captured over time from each unit that makes it
easy for someone to diagnose what the
defect might be.” The system enables technicians to find issues that might be trending to
an operating failure before it happens.
Even though No. 9541 is about 9.9 tons
lighter than the Colorado Railcar versions,
Dearin says additional engineering and
modifications were required in reducing
the weight by more than 6,600 pounds to
accommodate the target capacity of the
trucks. “The first time is always the hardest,” he admits. “That’s when you learn what
you didn’t know.”

ROAD READY
Although testing is always a comprehensive exercise to ensure that a newly
designed and constructed vehicle is safe,
Stadler and Rocky Mountaineer took extra
steps with both Transport Canada and U.S.
Federal Railroad Administration regulators
to smooth the process.
“We brought them in before we even
started and asked, ‘Hey guys — we don’t design railcars every day. What do you need
from us?’” Miller says. He consulted with
both agencies “before we put wheels on the
track” and all through the production process on a frequent basis “to give them exactly
what they were asking for when they wanted
it so there are no surprises when they come
out and inspect the cars,” he says.

Travel tips
CHOOSING ITINERARIES and whether to
opt for GoldLeaf or SilverLeaf class is a
daunting task, even with a knowledgeable travel agent, a helpful Rocky
Mountaineer sales representative
at 877-460-3200, or when on
www.rockymountaineer.com. There are
so many mind-boggling variables when
deciding how to spend thousands of
dollars, but here are the basic choices.
Routes: “First passage to the West” operates Vancouver-Kamloops-Lake Louise and Banff, Alta. It is the only passenger train running on Canadian Pacific’s
transcontinental route east of Kamloops.
“Journey through the clouds” runs
Vancouver-Kamloops-Jasper, Alta., on
the same Canadian National tracks as
VIA Rail Canada’s Canadian, which
traverses about half of the Rocky
Mountaineer scenery in darkness.
“Rainforest to gold rush” operating
North Vancouver-Whistler, B.C.-Quesnel,
B.C.-Jasper is the only way to ride former
BC Rail tracks between North Vancouver and Prince George, B.C. VIA’s triweekly Jasper-Prince Rupert, B.C., service runs on the same route east of
Prince George in the daytime, but misses the exceptional scenery between
North Vancouver and Quesnel.
“Coastal passage” is a Seattle-Vancouver, B.C., add-on to the above three,
running on the same BNSF Railway
coast-hugging tracks used by two daily
Amtrak Cascades round trips.
Class: GoldLeaf offers the ability to ride

the open-air viewing platform, enjoy the
scenery from an upper-level dome seat,
and adjourn for breakfast and lunch in
a downstairs dining room
SilverLeaf cars are a less-expensive
option with taller windows and a cathedral-like seating atmosphere. A Dutch
door is available for outdoor viewing,
but otherwise passengers receive all
beverages and food at their seats.
Direction: Eastbound is superior out
of Vancouver, because all trains going
that direction initially use the morescenic CP tracks, while westbound
trains run on CN through the flat
Fraser River Valley. Also, the sun is
behind the train when approaching
both Jasper and Banff.
Westbound trips are good departing
from Banff and Jasper. — Bob Johnston

Host Holly-Ann Cromarty talks with
GoldLeaf passenger Christian Dykes of
Brisbane, Australia, during beverage
service while the Banff-bound run
passes CP coal empties on an adjacent
passing track.
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Passengers and crew wave from the Dutch door of a westbound SilverLeaf coach as the “A”
and “B” Banff trains pass each other in Albert Canyon, east of Revelstoke, B.C., on Oct. 10, 2018.

Miller says this was possible because all
the pieces came from one engineering team.
Stadler also has a partnership with international testing companies like PJ Messtechnik
GmbH. Its employees validated computer
modeling that had been previously shared
with the agencies in road trials on Canadian
Pacific east of Kamloops. In early November, the car awaited full regulatory approval
from Transport Canada and a complete inspection by the U.S. Federal Railroad Administration (since the new cars may run on
the Coastal Passage route from Vancouver,
B.C., to Seattle).
Meanwhile, the second GoldLeaf rolled
into Kamloops in October and two more
were to ship from Germany by the end of
2018. All four should be in service on the
company’s three routes by April. A good
thing, too, because although there were a
string of SilverLeafs preparing to take a winter break for comprehensive maintenance at
Kamloops during Trains’ October 2018
visit, all 16 Colorado Railcar domes were
still on the road commanding top dollar
from passengers for the experience the

Passengers aboard a westbound train from
Banff get a glimpse of an elk herd at Field, B.C.
Note the different window configuration in
GoldLeaf domes of different vintages.
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cruiseliners provided. Three more GoldLeafs
are set to arrive in 2019 and all 10 should be
available for the 2020 season.
Credit the company’s consistent upgrading of the decades-old cars for the fact that
guests probably won’t know they are riding
in a Stadler dome. In 2016, Rocky Mountaineer commissioned Canarail to develop
the engineering plan that updates running
gear, interiors, and health-monitoring systems on Colorado Railcar-built GoldLeaf
domes; that work, in turn, is handled by
Ontario Northland’s Remanufacturing and
Repair facility in North Bay, Ont. Fortunately, the GoldLeaf process is much less extensive than top-to-bottom SilverLeaf rebuilds
(see “SilverLeaf transformation”), so the bilevels are done during the winter months.
So how much do the new cars cost? The
privately owned company declined to say,
citing confidentiality agreements. But it’s
safe to say they run into the millions each.
There’s certainly nothing “mass market”
about the GoldLeafs. But taking the plunge,
as Stadler did, paves the way for possible orders from operators such as Holland America Princess and Royal Caribbean in Alaska,
and perhaps other entrepreneurs who
believe they have a scenic rail opportunity.
However, there are lessons from this
purchase that apply to any government
agency or private company seeking new
equipment. Involving regulators every step
of the way pays dividends in shortening the
lead time from concept to reality. But perhaps the most notable benefit is working
with a “one-stop” manufacturer that has
enough repeat business to keep skilled
engineers and craftsmen employed without
chasing “buy domestic or else” opportunities. The U.S. once had the Budd Co. and
Pullman as its passenger-car manufacturers; today, Sacramento-based Siemens has
stepped up to fill that void. Someday,
transportation funding policy may evolve
to include even more players. 2

SilverLeaf transformation:
rebuilding from bare walls
ROCKY MOUNTAINEER’S experience in working with manufacturers to custom-design railcars
dates from the company’s collaboration with Industrial Rail Services Inc. of Moncton, New
Brunswick. Tasked with creating
a more inviting environment for
sightseeing inside the Canadian
Car and Foundry coaches, Industrial Rail first developed a way to
replace the view-blocking luggage-rack area above seats with
curved overhead windows and
greatly enlarged side visibility.
Two cars debuted in 2006 as
“Glacier domes” on Whistler

By Feb. 1, 2017, workers had cut
the windows and added
structural members to support
the new configuration.

No need for luggage racks on these SilverLeaf cars. Passengers enjoy wraparound scenery and spacious headroom.

Mountaineer daytime round trips
over scenic former BC Rail tracks
between North Vancouver and
the mountain resort mecca 72
miles to the north. Enthusiastic
customer acceptance led Rocky
Mountaineer to contract with
Avalon Rail in West Allis, Wis., for
more conversions in 2012 and
2013. Avalon had the necessary
expertise, having structurally reconfigured and cut bigger windows in eight Chateau sleeping
cars and Park observation cars
for VIA Rail Canada’s luxury
“Prestige” class service on the
transcontinental Canadian. The
U.S. specialty shop was able to
narrow posts and make other
improvements on the original
Industrial Rail design.
Continued positive passenger
feedback then led Rocky Mountaineer management’s decision
to transform the hand-me-downs
into a new “SilverLeaf” class for
all of its long-distance offerings
overnighting in Kamloops, but it
couldn’t afford to cut existing capacity each season by more than
a few cars during the year-long
rebuild process. Promising a mul-

tiyear commitment, the company
tapped Alstom to do the unique
work at its Mare Island maintenance facility near Vallejo, Calif.
“SilverLeaf has been a bit of a
trial-and-error process,” explains
Scott Dearin at TRAINS’ initial shop
visit in June 2016. “Interior layouts
and enhancements for guests
have changed in response to staff
and customer suggestions over
the years, but [with each alteration] we do necessary engineering to make sure we have a structurally sound car,” he says. Alstom
improvements over previous iterations include better airflow, indirect lighting, and thinner posts
between windows made possible
by installing temporary braces
during reconstruction. This keeps
the entire frame intact so it
doesn’t torque, bend, or buckle
while the larger windows are cut.
“The process is extremely critical,” says Alstom operations director Jeff Thompson, “because if you
bend the frame, the car is done.”
The multidimensional restoration
includes sandblasting down to the
frame that reveals exactly what
kind of corrosion repairs are

necessary to make the car structure sound again. “Modernization
is a tough, tricky business,”
Thompson says. “There are a lot of
facets and unknowns when you
get into it; you have to have the
dynamic of being willing to react,
be very agile, and resourceful to
anything we encounter.”
In 2017, the single-levels
accounted for about 35 percent of
the patronage. Rocky Mountaineer has sent two cars to Mare Is-

land every year since 2015 and the
company will have 16 SilverLeafs
available for 2019. “Every time we
do more cars, we look to improve
them from manufacturing, reliability, and guest experience standpoints,” Dearin says. “Alstom
doesn’t have a ton of people, but
you do need a diverse skill set. We
believe partnerships like this are
really important for the longevity
of our company and the success
of our growth.” — Bob Johnston

On June 8, 2016, workers had added bracing to maintain the car shell’s
structure and camber so they could cut windows in the sides and roof.
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TILFORD YARD IN ATLANTA was
once cutting edge. The 3-mile-long hump
yard, opened in 1952 by CSX Transportation predecessor Louisville & Nashville,
used radar, radio, electronics, and television to sort railcars. The yard embodied
“every last-minute development for the
speedy and efficient classification of
freight cars,” the L&N Magazine reported
at the time.
But Tilford’s best days are behind it.
CSX closed the yard in 2017. Soon after
he was named CSX CEO later that year,
James Foote ordered crews to bulldoze
Tilford’s hump. “[The] Atlanta hump yard
today is flat,” Foote told analysts. “There is
no turning back.”
As railroads change management and
traffic patterns in the 21st century, they are
rethinking how they operate. Some railroad technologies and practices will become more important. But others, perhaps
hump yards included, will be past their
prime, facing a diminished future.
Short, fast intermodal trains were once
considered an effective way to compete
with trucks on service. But now they play

consulting firm. “But with
a smaller role as
the continuing pressure on
railroads cut crew
emissions,” he added, “it is
and fuel costs by
going to be outmoded.”
running long
Some of the biggest
trains. Wayside
changes may lie ahead. Consignals may beductors and locomotive engicome redundant
neers have operated trains
once positive
since the dawn of railroadtrain control sysing, and larger crews were
tems prove to be
once common. But as trucksafe and efficient.
ers gear up to run driverless,
Improved brakrobotic trucks, railroads will
ing systems are
be under intense pressure to
now available
reduce crew size to a single
that can reduce
person or move to unstopping distance
and slack action.
The L&N published this brochure high- manned, autonomous trains.
Railroad history is filled
Diesel-electric lighting Atlanta’s new Hills Park Yard,
locomotives revo- later renamed Tilford Yard for a former with technologies and practices that were once promilutionized the
railroad executive. TRAINS collection
nent but outlived their userailroad industry
fulness, such as jointed rail, train-order
when they replaced steam, but today’s
hoops, 89-foot piggyback flats, telegraph,
concerns about pollution and greenhouse
roundhouses, cattle cars, ice-cooled reefgases are prompting a search for cleaner
ers, hand signals, and freight sidings for
and greener alternatives. “The diesel is
small shippers. Like open agencies, pole
easy and cost-effective,” says Jason Kuehn,
lines were essential until the 1970s.
vice president of the Oliver Wyman

A difference in decades: Atlanta’s
Tilford Yard sans tracks in late 2018
compared with the inset view from
1980. Robert Myers; inset, Jim Wrinn

of miles of track deemed
Old-fashioned section
surplus were abandoned
gangs that worked on
or sold to new shortline
the track gave way to
and regional railroads.
mechanized production
Waves of mergers swept
gangs. Cabooses were at
over the industry, leaving
the rear of every freight
six major railroad systems
train, but they were renin America. Railroads
dered obsolete by telemfocused their resources
etry devices in the
on their high-density cor1980s. The flashing rearridors, expanding tracks
end device, nicknamed
and intermodal yards,
FRED, monitors a train’s
and adopted efficient
air-brake pressure and
equipment such as
relay that data to the
double-stack cars.
locomotive via radio.
“The railroads are still
“The conductors in
with us and will be bethe cabooses have been
Railroads and suppliers once
cause of those wonderful
replaced by semi-contouted the improvement of hump
innovations in the 1980s
ductors in the end-ofyards, as on Illinois Central at
and into the 1990s,” says
train devices,” says Steven Homewood, Ill. TRAINS collection
H. Roger Grant, history
Ditmeyer, a former Fedprofessor at Clemson University and
eral Railroad Administration official.
author of dozens of railroad books.
The pace of change in the railroad inBut not everything panned out. Short,
dustry has been far from steady. Change
fast, and frequent trains seemed to offer an
came slowly during the long years of goveffective way to compete for freight. In the
ernment regulation. For example, railroads
1970s and 1980s, a number of railroads
stuck to moving grain in inefficient 40-foot
tried to beat the trucks by acting like them,
boxcars through the 1950s, while trucks
offering fast, frequent, and dependable serand barges ate away the railroads’ grain
vice on truck-intensive, short-haul routes.
business. In 1960, the Southern Railway,
Illinois Central Gulf started “Slingshot”
under its aggressive President D.W. Brosservice between Chicago and St. Louis in
nan, introduced larger grain cars and
1974. “Sprint” trains between the Twin
sharply lower grain-hauling rates, but the
Cities and Chicago emerged in 1979 as a
Interstate Commerce Commission refused
Federal Railroad Administration-sponthe Southern’s rate request. Southern took
the fight to the Supreme Court and won the sored demonstration with the Milwaukee
case. But two years were lost before the “Big Road. Later, Canadian Pacific’s CP
John” jumbo covered hoppers began rolling. Expressway used on-train ramps so trucks
could drive on and off quickly. Norfolk
Deregulation in 1980 removed many of
Southern’s RoadRailer service facilitates
the obstacles to innovation. Railroads shed
fast transfers between road and rail.
little-used secondary lines and branches,
The trailer-on-flatcar intermodal trains
and negotiated long-sought reductions in
train and engine crew sizes and work rules. were length-restricted to get the unions to
go along with two-person crews instead of
Gone were five-person crews. Thousands

The lowly flashing rear-end device has replaced the iconic red caboose on virtually all
mainline trains, as exemplified here on the Wisconsin & Southern in 2014. TRAINS: Brian Schmidt
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the usual four or five. David DeBoer, a retired long-time intermodal executive, says of
the short trains, “It was like driving a truck.
Braking is much faster, much more efficient,
and the horsepower per ton is enormous.”
The short, fast intermodal trains were
launched when the railroads still had
excess track capacity. But when capacity
tightened, railroads turned to low-slung
well cars that stack one container above
another; double-stack trains now often
stretch 12,000 feet or more.
Tom Finkbiner, president of Tiger Cool
Express, a refrigerated intermodal company,
says it’s only natural that railroads took advantage of the productivity of double-stacks.
“You don’t have to be Archimedes to figure
out that it’s more profitable to haul twice as
much revenue in the same space,” he says.

DUMPING THE HUMPS
Some railroad executives love to challenge industry practices. That was true of
E. Hunter Harrison, who took a hard look
at hump yards when he was chief executive
of Canadian National, then Canadian
Pacific, and finally CSX. He concluded not
only that hump yards are expensive, but
that railroads could speed up carload
freight by using fewer of them: Each stop
for processing in a hump yard delayed deliveries by a full day, he said. Under Harrison, CSX closed seven of the company’s
dozen humps in 2017. When Harrison was
at CP, he shut down four of the railroad’s
five humps in late 2012.
Activist investors applauded Harrison’s
cost cutting. But critics fired back. “The
death of hump yards is way overblown,”
says Henry Posner III, chairman of Railroad Development Corp. in Pittsburgh, Pa.
“As much as Hunter Harrison was a unique
visionary, he doesn’t define our industry
and never did.”
Determining what’s past its prime is
subjective. It can be a way station on the
road to extinction. Some things are past
their prime but remain in place for a long
time, because a replacement is not much
better, is nonexistent, or is too costly.
“‘Past its prime’ is a gray area,” says
Posner. “Something past its prime is
different than something extinct. To me it
suggests a smaller place in the market but
hasn’t disappeared.”
Changes in technology often occur
gradually and unevenly, allowing older
technology to linger in some places and
not in others. A handful of railroads, most
notably Norfolk & Western (see page 36),
held onto steam longer than the rest of the
industry. CSX’s former Baltimore & Ohio
continued to operate manual interlocking
plants with switch towers and hand-thrown
“armstrong” levers into the late 1980s, decades longer than other railroads. And the

Four-axle diesels toting short, fast intermodal
trains were once the pinnacle of the industry.
Here, a Penn Central GP40 and U25B lead such
a train at Duncannon, Pa., in 1969. Victor Hand

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy kept
telegraph operational on some Midwest
branch lines into the 1960s, both as a backup system and to appease long-time agents.
Now hump yards are at the center of
one of the hottest debates in the railroad
industry. Some people regard them as expensive, outdated facilities where railcars
spend hours “sitting around,” says C. Tyler
Dick, senior railroad research engineer at
the University of Illinois’ Rail Transportation and Engineering Center. But others, he
says, believe there is nothing inherently
wrong with hump yards. “They are very
efficient and effective at locations on the
network where the traffic patterns demand
the capability of a hump yard,” he says.
Building hump classification yards was a
major priority in the era of “loose-car” railroading in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.
Since then, railroads have turned their attention to growing their intermodal and unit
trains that bypass classification yards. Singlecar railroading has declined and with it, the
need for sorting. In addition, railroad mergers reduced the need for duplicate hump
yards and left some yards in the wrong position for the new combined rail systems. In
1975, there were 152 hump yards in operation in the U.S. and Canada. That number

The RoadRailer concept, tried by both Conrail and Norfolk Southern under Triple Crown
Services, as well as Amtrak and others, seems to be fading from the industry. TRAINS: Brian Schmidt

dropped to about 60 in 2002, and more than
a dozen have been shut down since then.
In a typical hump yard, locomotives
pull blocks of cars from the receiving yard
and shove them up the hump. At the crest
of the hump, the cars are cut loose and
gravity carries them down into a sprawling
network of classification tracks. The complicated layout with receiving yard, classification bowl, and departure yard takes up a
huge amount of land. Retarders to control

the speed of the rolling cars are expensive
to purchase and maintain. An average hydraulic or pneumatic master retarder costs
$500,000 to $1 million. The retarders take a
lot of abuse managing the energy of heavily
loaded freight cars, and they must be
inspected and repaired frequently.
Harrison said hump yards can justify
their existence only when they classify
more than 1,400 to 1,500 cars a day; car
volumes below that threshold are more
TrainsMag.com
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NORTH AMERICA’S HUMP YARDS
Alton & Southern
1. Gateway Yard, East St. Louis, Ill.

Indiana Harbor Belt
22. Blue Island Yard, Blue Island, Ill.

Belt Railway of Chicago
2. Clearing Yard, Chicago

Norfolk Southern
23. Allentown Yard, Allentown, Pa.
24. Moorman Yard, Bellevue, Ohio
25. Brosnan Yard, Macon, Ga.
26. Conway Yard, Conway, Pa.
27. DeButts Yard, Chattanooga, Tenn.
28. Elkhart Yard, Elkhart, Ind.
29. Enola Yard, Enola, Pa.
30. Norris Yard, Birmingham, Ala.
31. Shefﬁeld Yard, Muscle Shoals, Ala.
32. Spencer Yard, Linwood, N.C.

BNSF Railway
3. Argentine Yard, Kansas City, Kan.
4. Balmer Yard, Seattle
5. Barstow Yard, Barstow, Calif.
6. Cherokee Yard, Tulsa, Okla.
7. Galesburg Yard, Galesburg, Ill.
8. Northtown Yard, Minneapolis
9. Pasco Yard, Pasco, Wash.
10. Tennessee Yard, Memphis, Tenn.
Canadian National
11. Kirk Yard, Gary, Ind.
12. MacMillan Yard, Toronto
13. Memphis Harrison Yard, Memphis, Tenn.
14. Symington Yard, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canadian Paciﬁc
15. St. Paul Yard, St. Paul, Minn.
Conrail
16. Oak Island Yard, Newark, N.J.
CSX Transportation
17. Avon Yard, Avon, Ind.
18. Queensgate Yard, Cincinnati
19. Radnor Yard, Nashville, Tenn.
20. Rice Yard, Waycross, Ga.
21. Selkirk Yard, Selkirk, N.Y.

efficiently flat-switched by a locomotive on
yard tracks. Harrison’s so-called Precision
Scheduled Railroading formula tried to
speed up rail traffic by making less use of
hump yards through such tactics as runthrough trains, block swapping, and more
pre-blocking at origin yards.
“The Achilles’ heel of a hump yard is its
lack of flexibility,” says Edwin Kraft, director operations planning of Transportation
Economics & Management Systems in
Frederick, Md. “Computers and hardware
have automated speed control and switching, but the basic yard operating concept
was developed around the same time as
Henry Ford’s automobile assembly line and
hasn’t changed much since then.”
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Terminal Railroad Assoc. of St. Louis
33. Madison Yard, Madison, Ill.
Union Paciﬁc
34. Bailey Yard, North Platte, Neb.
35. Davidson Yard, Fort Worth, Texas
36. Englewood Yard, Houston
37. Hinkle Yard, Hinkle, Ore.
38. Livonia Yard, Livonia, La.
39. Neff Yard, Kansas City, Mo.
40. North Little Rock Yard, North Little Rock, Ark.
41. Pine Bluff Yard, Pine Bluff, Ark.
42. Proviso Yard, Northlake, Ill.
43. Davis Yard, Roseville, Calif.
44. West Colton Yard, Colton, Calif.
Source: TRAINS correspondents’ research

“The track layouts of most hump yards
force every car to go through the full
receiving-classification-departure process
without allowing cars to bypass any of the
steps,” Kraft says. Because of the number
of steps involved and the distances cars
have to travel, hump yards are “very
inefficient from an industrial engineering
point of view.”
When Harrison arrived at CSX, he
found too many hump yards for the railroad’s carload volumes, which had fallen 20
percent since 2000. Some CSX humps were
small, antiquated, and compromised. The
bowl tracks were too short at the Willard,
Ohio, hump yard, requiring cars to be
switched two or three times to build a

train. Stanley Yard near Toledo, Ohio, became a stub-end yard, worked only from
one end, owing to a Conrail line abandonment. And CSX was over-reliant on its
hump yards. Some cars were classified at
hump yards several times on long trips
across the system, adding days to transit
times. Hump yards became black holes for
surplus cars. “It was just a place for cars to
go and die,” says Jamie Boychuk, CSX’s senior vice president of network operations.
Atlanta’s Tilford Yard was a bustling,
vital hub before CSX shut it down in 2017
and moved its traffic to the nearby Howell
Yard, a former Seaboard Coast Line facility,
where it is flat-switched. Crews picked up
Tilford’s rail with boom trucks, removed
the retarders, and demolished the hump
tower, clearing 300 acres of prime Atlanta
real estate for redevelopment.
About 1,200 freight cars went into
Tilford each day, but only 200 of them were
destined for the Atlanta area, Boychuk says.
The rest were just there to be sorted. “I guess
the facility was there so the mindset is, ‘if it
is there, use it.’ That’s why we bulldozed it
down, because [now] you can’t use it again.”
CSX has sped up some shipments by
avoiding hump yards. The railroad used to
send carload freight from Chicago to the
Southeast with a series of four freight trains.
Now it is putting those cars on a direct train
to its Waycross, Ga., hump yard, cutting the
trip time to 56 hours from 128 hours.
But other railroaders believe that
closing hump yards is a big step backward.
Hump yards were designed to be a major
improvement over flat switching in terms
of capacity, speed, and efficiency. “How
much more efficient can you get than letting gravity do the work?” says Bill Schafer, a retired Norfolk Southern director of
strategic planning. “To me, that is pretty
damn efficient.”
Amy Casas, a spokeswoman for BNSF
Railway, says hump yards are an “integral
part” of the company’s transportation network. “Our hump yards are strategically
located in regions that generate and receive
high volumes of merchandise cargo such as
Barstow for California, Pasco [Wash.] in
the Northwest, and Kansas City [Kan.] in
the Midwest,” she says.
Major railroads have improved and
expanded some hump yards that occupy
strategic positions on their networks.
Several years ago Norfolk Southern, for
example, nearly doubled the size of its large
Bellevue, Ohio, hump yard.
Now Union Pacific is building Brazos
Yard, a sprawling $550-million hump yard
in central Texas between Houston and Dallas. The railroad says the new yard is needed
to keep up with growing cross-border, petrochemical, plastics, and consumer-goods
shipments. And UP still operates the world’s

Expansion at Norfolk Southern’s Bellevue,
Ohio, yard is evident in the aerial view from
May 2017. New tracks at right fill in space left
empty when opened. Michael D. Harding

largest hump yard at North Platte, Neb.
Hump yards can be highly effective if
they are properly managed. A common
knock on hump yards is that cars sit for a
long time. But the time that a railroad car
spends in a hump yard is driven by the
train plan. If a railroad only makes one
train a day to a destination, cars will sit
around. “That is not the function of the
hump yard, but just the way the train plan
is made up,” says Dick, the University of
Illinois senior railroad research engineer.
Even CSX acknowledges that operating
some hump yards is essential. The railroad
reopened hump yards it had shut near Indianapolis and in Nashville, Tenn. Flat switching using parts of Radnor Yard in Nashville
proved “cumbersome,” the company says.
CSX briefly closed its Avon Yard outside of
Indianapolis in 2017 until customers complained of service failures. Grain giant Cargill Inc., for example, temporarily shut down
its soybean plant in Sidney, Ohio, when it
ran out of empty cars to load soybean meal
to feed chickens and turkeys.

loads, longer trains, and steep grades. D.C.
locomotives were the mainstay of dieselelectric traction drives for some 50 years
until they were edged out in the early 1990s
by A.C. traction, with its higher adhesion
levels, improved reliability, and reduced
maintenance needs.
But diesel locomotives face an uncertain
future because of the carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxides, and particulates they emit. Until recently, locomotive
builders have improved fuel efficiency each
time diesel locomotives were updated to
comply with more stringent government
emission regulations. But diesel-electric

THE PERSISTENCE
OF LEGACIES

A GREENER FUTURE
The diesel-electric locomotive has seen
its share of transformation. Four-axle, highhorsepower diesels such as the GP40 were
once widespread on U.S. railroads, especially effective for pulling short, fast intermodal
trains. But railroads converted their diesel
fleets to six-axle units made for heavier

locomotive technology appears to be reaching its limits. New locomotives built to meet
the current standard, called Tier 4, produce
lower emissions but are less fuel efficient
and more expensive than previous versions.
“We are past its prime on the traditional
diesel-electric locomotive,” says Robert
Gallamore, co-author of “American Railroads: Decline and Renaissance in the
Twentieth Century.” “We are running into
the issue that cleaning up the diesel fuel
exhaust stream is going to cut into the
efficiency of the diesel fuel.”
So far, there is no suitable replacement
for the diesel. Railroads have periodically
tested natural-gas propulsion, especially at
times when crude-oil prices spiked. Natural
gas is much cleaner burning than diesel but
still produces carbon dioxide and requires
expensive infrastructure to fuel the train.
Some railroads are pinning their hopes on
development of fuel cells for larger uses like
locomotives, but that could be decades away.

Positive train control technology could have
brought virtual blocks, negating the need for
intermediate wayside signals, as seen here on
Union Pacific at Brighton, Colo. Michael S. Murray

Air brakes have been standard on
freight cars for more than a century. But a
new braking system, the electronically controlled pneumatic brake, or ECP, is winning over some railroaders. The new brakes
use electronic signals instead of air pressure
to propagate the brake signal faster and
brake the train all at once; traditional airbrake systems brake each car sequentially.
ECP eliminates this so-called propagation
delay, cutting stopping distance and reducing potentially damaging slack action. But
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Norfolk & Western 2-8-8-2 No. 2172 rolls east out of Portsmouth, Ohio, with a train of hoppers
in tow in 1957. The railroad was among the last for mainline steam in the U.S. Bruce R. Meyer

STEAM: THE ULTIMATE
EXAMPLE OF ‘PAST PRIME’
AFTER WORLD WAR II, diesel loco-

motives were taking over the nation’s rails,
and steam engines were on the way to
becoming extinct. But steam carried on for
years longer on a handful of railroads.
The Norfolk & Western Railway stayed
with steam power the longest among the
major U.S. railroads; it made its last runs
behind steam in May 1960. The railroad long
prospered by hauling large amounts of coal
behind coal-burning locomotives. Skilled
workers at its famed erecting shop in
Roanoke, Va., turned out some of the finest
steam locomotives ever built. The railroad
had large investments in modern facilities
for coal and boiler water.
Robert H. Smith, N&W’s president from
1946 to 1958, was devoted to coal-burning
power. “There were a lot of people who said it
was sentimental, but there wasn’t anything
sentimental about it,” says Ed King, a retired
long-time railroader who worked in mechanical, operating, and supervisory roles. “N&W
had the most efficient steam there was.”
Its locomotives were well-equipped with
roller bearings on their axles and rods, large
boilers, superheaters, and automatic lubricators. The sleek, bullet-shaped J-class 4-8-4s
pulled the passenger trains. The A-class
2-6-6-4s handled fast freights. The large
Y-class 2-8-8-2s hauled heavy freight trains
over mountainous terrain.
Nonetheless, N&W wanted to see how its
steam engines held up against the new diesel locomotives. It conducted performance
tests in 1952, comparing its most powerful
steamers with a 5,400-hp General Motors
diesel consist in terms of tonnage handled,
running time, fuel use, and other measures.
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On the N&W’s relatively flat Scioto Division from Williamson, W.Va., to Portsmouth,
Ohio, an N&W Class A ended up in a standoff
with the diesels. When N&W compared the
diesels with a Class Y on the mountainous
Pocahontas Division from Williamson to
Bluefield, W.Va., the results favored the diesel. The diesel’s main advantage was in its
low-speed traction, which was important on
a mountain railroad hauling tonnage.
N&W officials “knew at some point that
they were going to dieselize,” King says. “In
1953 diesels got to be a little more efficient
and powerful. They could see that the cost
lines were going to cross, and it would have
crossed by 1956 or 1957.”
N&W valued the road tests, but these
tests missed the main point, according to
Russell McDaniel, N&W’s one-time general
manager of motive power and equipment, as
quoted in “The Norfolk & Western: A History.”
“The place the diesels beat out steam was in
the shops, not out on the road,” he said.
President Smith and his managers still
saw a place for coal power on the railroad.
The N&W ordered a huge 4,500-hp coalfired steam turbine-electric to be built by a
partnership of Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp.
and Westinghouse Electric Corp. The locomotive arrived in 1954 and was named Jawn
Henry in honor of the legendary 19th-century
“steel-driving man.”
The Jawn Henry performed best at high
speed but proved to be unwieldy, unreliable,
and costly. With its control and electrical systems prone to failure, the locomotive spent
excessive time in the shop. It was retired in
1957 and stored for a while before being
scrapped. — Dan Machalaba

railroads so far have resisted adopting ECP
brakes, because they can’t be used on the
same train with standard air brakes. Converting the entire car fleet to ECP brakes
would be a long and costly process.
“We are holding onto a proven system
invented by George Westinghouse in the
1880s,” Gallamore says. He has become an
advocate for ECP brakes because of the
“additional margin of safety.”
Braking systems aren’t the only area in
which the industry is holding onto legacy
technology. Some people expected that railroads would scrap their old wayside signals
when the industry installed its advanced
safety system, positive train control. But instead of offering benefits such as “moving
blocks” that would allow trains to operate
closer together and boost track capacity,
railroads are not only tying PTC to their
wayside signals and fixed blocks, but putting in new signals.
“I view it as a tragedy. It is wasted
money,” says Ditmeyer, the former FRA
official, who worked on positive train
control at the Burlington Northern. “It
doubled the cost of PTC and at the same
time reduced the benefits that were
achievable, because they kept the wayside
signals and the fixed blocks.”

AUTONOMOUS TRAINS
Human beings have been at the controls
since trains started operating nearly 200
years ago. But even that could change in
coming years. The railroads’ biggest competitor, the trucking industry, is pilot-testing driverless trucks. If motor carriers
implement driverless rigs, railroads may
have to follow suit with driverless trains to
remain competitive.
“We are on the cusp of the most important transportation revolution since the Interstates in 1960s,” says Noel Perry, principal of consulting firm Transport Futures.
“Trucking costs will drop in half. If the railroads don’t make major changes, this is a
huge threat.”
Perry urges railroads to continue their
aggressive streamlining efforts by reducing
labor, cutting assets, and speeding up service. He envisions freight trains with higher
horsepower to accelerate faster, modern
braking to stop faster, automated flat
switching, and elimination of wayside signals. Perry says short, fast trains are more in
tune with current logistics trends than the
long trains operating today. Producers are
locating closer to customers and trying to
improve delivery times. “They want secondmorning arrival rather than second week,”
Perry says.
The current bigger-is-better trend in
freight-train length is motivated largely by
a desire to reduce crew costs. But if computers ran trains, crew costs would be

The Rio Tinto mining railroad in western
Australia is operating crewless trains of iron
ore, having begun testing in 2014. David Arnold

largely reduced, says Rod Case, a partner at
Oliver Wyman. “What is the economic
gain to sit on traffic a day and assemble
three or four locomotives when you could
send it with one locomotive and take 3,000
feet of cars every 6 hours?” he says.
Major railroads are taking steps that
could clear the way for one-person crews or
computer-controlled driverless trains. Positive train control, which is being installed on
much of the nation’s railroad network, was
designed to prevent rail accidents related to
human error. But it also allows trains to be
monitored and stopped remotely, providing
a foundation for driverless trains.
Rail union officials brush off any suggestion of driverless trains. “Clearly, the
only safe way to operate a train is with a
minimum of two crew members: a federally certified conductor and a federally
certified locomotive engineer,” says John
Risch, national legislative director of
SMART Transportation Division, the
nation’s largest rail union. “The more technology that has been introduced in the cab
is requiring more interaction by the crew
members, not less.”
But railroads aren’t taking the threat
from driverless trucks lightly. Speaking at
Union Pacific’s investor day conference in
June 2018, then-Chief Operating Officer

With autonomous trains, railroaders themselves may become obsolete. Here, an engineer
keeps a watchful eye ahead in an Illinois Central SD70 at Decatur, Ill., in 2010. Steve Smedley

Cameron Scott said he had recently been
aboard a robotic train operated by mining
giant Rio Tinto in western Australia.
“There was nothing like seeing, touching,
and smelling to believe it is possible,” Scott
said. “The technology exists on our railroad
today. It is not a brand-new technology that
needs to be developed.”
“Past its prime” may not be forever.
What falls out of favor can come back
again. The vast majority of rail traffic was
moved in mixed freight trains until unit
trains came along for moving bulk materials. Then Harrison challenged that practice,

believing that unit trains slowed service as
yards waited to assemble enough freight of
only one kind. CSX converted some unit
trains to general-purpose trains that carry
any kind of freight that is ready to leave,
whether it is bulk, automobiles, intermodal, or merchandise.
But what goes around comes around.
Many in the industry are already questioning the no-humps mantra, and the feasibility of several new technologies is yet to be
determined. Only one thing is certain:
Question conventional wisdom. The industry’s future depends on it. 2
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Track workers place a hand-pumped jack to
lift a new rail over ballast and into place
inside a Swiss tunnel.

Track renewal means getting new ballast.
Here track workers use shovels to help the
Tyrex clear stone and debris until they reach
the tunnel’s floor.

Davos. It is located on the line to Filisur.
When Trains visited in early September 2018, the line saw eight passenger
trains a day — four out, four back, using
two sets of equipment. A rare narrow
gauge “crocodile” electric locomotive in
regular service leads one consist. The
other is standard Rhaetian passenger
EMU equipment. These are in addition to
freight trains that move as needed.
Work plans are so intricate that these
managers could say, with certainty, what
equipment and workers would be in place
on which, exact, 150-to-200-foot section
of track in this tunnel. Even better, managers schedule maintenance among the
several meter-gauge Swiss railroads so

they can avoid duplicating costs.
Rather than working during the day,
the companies typically only schedule
maintenance after the last train passes
during the night. Managers position
materials and workers so that they can
replace rails, ballast, and ties — track
renewal — about 150 feet at a time so the
line can reopen before the first train rolls
the next morning.
“For railway clients, it’s better,” says
Christian Schnyder, Sersa Switzerland’s
marketing chief. “You can travel by train,
everyday.”
In Switzerland, the riding public has
little tolerance for delayed or canceled
trains. That is why maintenance projects
typically include no outages for daytime
passenger trains. The thought is that trains
should always run frequently and reliably
— minimizing inconvenience.
Schnyder mentions the expense of
Swiss train travel several times throughout the evening and points to this passenger demand for reliability as a prime cost
driver. One Swiss citizen Trains spoke
with says he pays about $4,000 a year for
an all-inclusive transportation pass. A
commonly purchased 15-day second class
tourist pass, for comparison, cost $511 in
mid-December.

HELP WANTED
Access to the tunnel is only a 15minute drive from Davos Platz and another 5-minute walk through the edge of
a conifer forest breathing in the last of
summer. Flood lights seen from just off
the road appear almost extraterrestrial.
Work this night will go on for hours
and starts methodically: take out old rail,
bolt in new; hammer in gauge bars; take
out old ties and ballast, and insert new.
Sounds easy, but the work is hard.
Schnyder says his company has a difficult

A look at the Davos Platz passenger station mid-morning. Passenger trains arrive here
throughout the day, but only a handful make their way southwest through a tunnel to Filisur.
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time finding laborers to do this work in
summer’s heat, winter’s cold, and through
snow and rain — largely with shovels, pry
bars, hand-cranked jacks, and mallets.
Watching a gang of seven men on pry
bars lining a new rail offers a lesson in
teamwork. Occasional shouts in the
Swiss-German dialect are all any of them
need to cooperate, lift and gauge rail correctly, or the only prompting required to
scurry 50 feet to grab a jack needed to lift
rail web over the ballast.
It’s a place without idle chatter.
“If you know of people who want to do
this, bring them to Switzerland,” Schnyder
says, half-joking.
It’s both the method of working and
the result of the work that matter. By the
time they finish, workers will replace
70-pound rail with 100-pound rail to increase axle loadings from 13 to about 17.5
tons (286,000-pound cars in North America have nearly 36-ton axle loads).
Workers will also lower the ballast
nearly 8 inches for better overhead
clearance, and replace dusty, fouled
ballast with fresh stone from nearby
Sargans, Switzerland, about 40 miles to
the northwest.
New tie plates will have holes for four
bolts or screw spikes, replacing plates with
space for two and make their gauge-holding power that much better. Heavier rail
will also enable the Rhaetian Railway to
increase regular train speeds from about
34 to 37 mph. The maximum safe speed is
about 44 mph.
These changes may sound marginal,
but they improve on service without

compromising the reliability passengers
demand, and receive.
A manager from the railway unwittingly emphasized this point by gesturing to a
wooden tie near his feet, calling it defective. Despite the darkness, the tie feels solid to step on and retains the dark-coloring
of creosote treatment. Plenty of shortline
and tourist railroads have seen a lot worse.
In a tunnel, in this condition, that makes
the tie what, 10 years old, 20 at most?
Checking a date nail, the manager
confirms something different: workers
installed the tie in 1958.
Despite being “defective,” the tie held
its own 10 years more than expected as
the Rhaetian plans for a track life cycle of
50 years. Unreal.

MEETING A ‘T-REX’ UNDERGROUND
You may think dinosaurs went extinct
millions of years ago. Yet, the Swiss maintain one “Tyrex” (pronounced T-Rex) that
lives on ballast.
Nearly an hour after arriving on scene
at this tunnel, track workers secured the
new rails well enough to allow Tyrex to
come through. Looking much as its name
suggests, this 1970s-era track machine
leads with a backhoe that scoops and feeds
ballast to a well-lit conveyor belt. That belt
winds past an operator and over the top of
five or six hoppers where it’s dumped in
near total darkness and hauled away at the
end of that night’s shift.
Tyrex’s sole operator controls all the
moving parts and deftly handles ballast
scooping and tie plucking. Workers swoop
in with shovels after an area is mostly dug
to the tunnel’s floor, dislodging the last
remaining stones for removal.
As with all the other track work, it’s
methodical and continuous.
This close to the tunnel’s walls, you
can see water seeping into the ceiling
and places where Rhomberg Sersa
workers have sprayed concrete in an
attempt to patch up walls, as water leakage
is unacceptable.
When tonight’s crew reaches the end of
the new section of track, crews will come
in with hoppers of fresh ballast to pour
into place, install ties, and place a speed
restriction on the work until it’s welded in
and the track settles.
And, except for emergencies, that is all
the track renewal that will happen in this
tunnel for 20 years. That’s when new crews
are expected to come in to widen the tunnel and line it with concrete.
“We cannot do everywhere at the same
time,” one manager tells Trains. “It takes
us maybe 50 years to get all the way
through” the network.
“But for now, for the next two decades,
we have to work [with] this,” he says.

A look at a “Tyrex” that Rhomberg Sersa uses on the Rhaetian Railway to remove ballast and
move crossties. The machine’s logo is inset at right.

From the Davos Platz passenger platform, one can see yellow maintenance-of-way equipment as
well as standard Rhaetian Railway passenger coaches being readied for another day of service.

SEE A GALLERY OF SWISS RAILROADS AT TRAINSMAG.COM
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Union Pacific No. 119 and Central Pacific Jupiter sit nose to nose at
Promontory on May 10, 1869. The car behind the baggage car at right is
Charles Crocker’s office car used to carry the golden spike. NSRM collection

PROMONTORY’S LA
Leland Stanford’s private car,
a Virginia & Truckee coach,
a Hollywood movie prop, and
a museum piece — still alive at 150
by Wendell Huﬀman
THIS MAY MARKS the sesquicentennial of the completion of the
Pacific Railroad. The familiar photographs of the ceremony at
Promontory Summit, Utah, on May 10, 1869, will be republished
and restudied, and the gold and silver spikes used at the “wedding of
the rails” will be featured in fresh exhibits. Writers and speakers will
tell the story to a new generation and will perhaps assess the significance of the 150-year-old event in a new light. However, there is little, if anything, left to discover. And yet one witness to that event has
survived the passing years with little notice or appreciation. Indeed,
few even know that the former Central Pacific business car, the car
that carried railroad President Leland Stanford, friends, and the gold
and silver spikes to and from that event, still survives.
For most of its 150 years, the car has been known as Virginia &
Truckee Railroad coach No. 17. Yes, the years and miles have left
their marks. But even today, the old car outwardly bears a striking
resemblance to its original appearance. The car was built in Sacra-
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mento, Calif., in fall 1868 as the Central Pacific’s first business car to
provide accommodations for government inspectors and company
officials touring the railroad then under construction eastward
across Nevada. Since it was built, air brakes and couplers have been
added, the tiny windows were modernized with arch tops, and the
car was given continuous window sills, belt rails, and letterboards.
But the biggest changes are on the inside. As a business car, and
subsequently a private car, the interior was divided into a parlor, a
single bedroom (with two beds), a dining room, a small kitchen, and
a water closet. The rooms are gone, though the scars from the
partitions remain. The original California laurel paneling was
retained when the car was converted into a coach in 1878.
Though Stanford took the car to Promontory in May 1869, it
was associated most often on the Central Pacific with Charles
Crocker. As superintendent of construction, Crocker had the most
reasons to be out on the line, even using the car to distribute pay to
the workers. When Alban Towne was appointed superintendent of
the railroad in late 1869, Crocker kept the old car, seeming to treat
it as his private car, while another car was remodeled for Towne.
Crocker once took his car as far east as Omaha, and his brother
Edwin, formerly the company’s chief counsel, may have taken it all
the way to New York on his way to Europe.
Just when the Central Pacific disposed of the car is unknown.
Company attorney Alfred A. Cohen was using it as early as 1871,
and it was his own private car by 1874. In addition to his involvement in the Central Pacific, Cohen was connected with Darius O.
Mills of the Bank of California, which was deeply involved in the
Comstock in Nevada. Perhaps through this association, the car was

ST PASSENGER CAR
used by William Sharon, the bank’s representative in Virginia City.
Sharon was also president of the Virginia & Truckee Railroad, and
in January 1875 he was elected a U.S. Senator. Apparently to provide
Sharon with stylish transportation to Washington, Crocker’s old car
came to the V&T in December 1875. Refurbished as “No. 25,” it was
virtually Sharon’s private car, though Mills, V&T Superintendent
Henry M. Yerington, and bonanza tycoon John Mackey also used
the car in traveling to the East Coast with their families
during Centennial Year 1876.
The 1870s were a time of rapid changes in railroad technology. Straight air brakes and Miller
couplers were added to the car before it arrived
on the V&T, but that was hardly enough to keep
it abreast of the changing times. The introduction of brace straining rods, compression arches,
and inverted truss rods allowed for longer
carbodies, which in private cars provided more
room and space for more amenities, and the longer, newer cars rode more comfortably on sixwheel trucks. As a private car, the V&T’s 50-foot business/private car was out of fashion before it was even a
decade old. The car was not good enough for Sharon, and
when he returned to Washington in 1878 he chartered a new
private car. That spring, No. 25 was converted into a common
passenger coach. For the following 60 years, it regularly ran back
and forth between Reno and Virginia City as V&T No. 17.
Though the V&T’s fortunes fell in the late 19th century with
the decline of the Comstock, the company did its best to keep its

equipment current. Automatic brakes, automatic couplers, and
electric lights were each installed as they became available. In time,
car 17’s seats were changed; the floor, siding, and platforms were
replaced; and the car was annually painted or varnished. But there
were fewer and fewer passengers to carry, especially after the local
highways were paved in the 1920s. The car’s last revenue trip on
the V&T came on June 5, 1938, when it brought up the rear
of the California-Nevada Railroad Historical Society’s
excursion to the Comstock. Even then, the company
was already in receivership, and soon after the
June excursion, 19 old cars and one locomotive
were sold to Paramount Pictures to generate
cash to meet growing expenses. Car No. 17 was
not among those sold, but its days on the V&T
were numbered. Leased to Twentieth CenturyFox, the car left Carson City for Hollywood in
September 1938 coupled behind six stock cars
filled with sheep bound for slaughter.
The studio’s apparent interest in the car was its
seats, lamps, and parcel racks. These were installed
in a sound set used for a robbery scene in the motion
picture “Jesse James,” which was released in January 1939.
Though Twentieth Century-Fox took the trouble to convert the
lease to a purchase (perhaps only to save the cost of sending the
car home), the studio made little subsequent use of the car. It was
nicely repainted as a Pennsylvania Railroad coach for “Centennial
Summer,” in 1946, but its role barely survived the cutting room. It
appears briefly as a dark background in a single scene in this easily
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As a Virginia & Truckee coach, No. 17 hid for almost 60 years in
service between Reno, Nev., and Virginia City, Nev., before moving on
to Hollywood, where it had bit parts in minor movies. NSRM collection

Car No. 17 today at the Nevada State Railroad Museum, with the outer
layer removed, exposing the interior superstructure of the car. The car
has seen many modifications and repairs over the years. NSRM

forgotten movie. When the studio’s Beverly Hills back lot was sold
in the 1960s, the car was moved to Century Ranch in Malibu Canyon. There it was used primarily by woodpeckers storing acorns in
its walls. In 1973, Twentieth Century-Fox sold its entire railroad
rolling stock collection to Short Line Enterprises, a Southern
California company hoping to profit by leasing rolling stock to the
studios. Included in the sale, No.17 had found an owner that cared.
Back when car No. 17 had been sold to Twentieth Century-Fox,
its history had been all but forgotten. However, as the centennial of
the golden spike ceremony approached in the 1960s, railroad historian Gerald M. Best spent considerable time researching the
event and the equipment used. Based on the apparent similarities
in photographs, Best came to believe that the old V&T coach had
been the original Central Pacific business car at Promontory. However, Best lacked the documentary proof. Even so, his work inspired Short Line Enterprises principal Stan Garner to search for
more information. Eventually, Garner found an 1876 newspaper
report that described what was then the V&T’s new business car as
Charles Crocker’s old car. And by 1974, V&T historian Stephen E.
Drew acquired a Central Pacific invoice for new fittings for the
V&T car that identified it as the old Crocker car. Together, these
documents confirmed Best’s belief.
However, by the time its history was recognized, the Pacific
Railroad centennial was past, and there was little opportunity to
highlight the car’s significance. Meanwhile, the car continued to
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deteriorate. Makeshift struts were installed to support the failing
roof while the car was still at Malibu Canyon, but they merely
transferred the load onto the floor, which visibly sagged in the
middle and drooped at the ends. Rain penetrated the walls
through the countless woodpecker holes, and the platforms threatened to fall off. Finally, Short Line Enterprises moved the car to
Jamestown, Calif., in 1976. As it approached its 110th year, the car’s
future was entirely in doubt. But then, in 1979, Kenny Rogers
recorded “The Gambler.” The song led to a made-for-television
movie, and the movie needed a train.
The interior and close-up train scenes for “Kenny Rogers as the
Gambler” were filmed at Old Tucson, in Arizona. But Short Line
Enterprises was called upon to provide a train for the long shots, to
be filmed in the rolling Sierra Nevada foothills. Old V&T No. 17
was Short Line’s closest match for the long coach available at Old
Tucson, and so with studio money, the old car was refurbished. The
body was leveled, brakes and journals were serviced, and the woodpecker holes were filled with putty. The car was filmed on the Sierra
Railway in early 1980. Three years later, the car was used again for
the sequel, “Kenny Rogers as the Gambler: The Adventure Continues.” A partition, installed inside to create a private-car office for an
interior scene, corrected a twist which distorted the carbody. In
1984, the car was used again in Clint Eastwood’s “Pale Rider.”
Unfortunately, fixing the car and learning its past attracted no
more work, and “Pale Rider” turned out to be the car’s last film
credit. The death of one of the Short Line partners led eventually to
the sale of a dozen pieces of the collection to the Nevada State
Railroad Museum in Carson City in 1988. Included in the transfer
was 120-year-old coach No. 17.
Despite what was then already known about the car, featuring it
was not high among the museum’s priorities. However, it was protected indoors and readily pointed out to inquiring visitors. But
then, just as the centennial of the completion of the Pacific Railroad had led to the rediscovery of No. 17’s lost history, the approach of the current sesquicentennial focused new attention onto
the car. In 2012, a team of experts was hired to investigate the car
and determine just what should be done with it. Led by Peter A.
Hansen (a Trains author) and the late William L. Withuhn, they
concluded that the lack of information about the car’s original interior precluded a restoration, but pointed out that this was probably
a good thing as any attempt at restoration would undoubtedly
result in the loss of much of the physical evidence of the car’s
subsequent history. On the other hand, they stressed that the car
desperately needed to be stabilized to arrest further decay.

A future for the past
No. 17 was moved into the museum’s shop in October 2016.
The obvious task was to reduce the load on the car’s wooden structure and underframe. To accomplish this, a steel truss has been inserted into the car, and the floor and roof load has been directed
onto it. Presently, this load is still carried by the car’s old trucks,
but in time, when the car is placed in its permanent home, it will
be supported on standees.
The stabilization project provided an opportunity to study the
car itself more fully than ever before. Investigation into the cause
of the collapsing roof disclosed that the clerestory sills had been
cut at some time (perhaps when the private car was made into a
coach) to allow the installation of iron carlines. This eliminated the
old-fashioned cross-clerestory tie rods and may have made the

Car No. 17 as it is today inside the Nevada State Railroad Museum in Carson City. The car has moved many miles and undergone many
modifications and repairs in its century and a half. Now it’s poised to become an exhibit about an unrestored car. NSRM: Wendell Huffman

clearstory more attractive, but it destroyed the integrity of the roof.
Alas, this was not the only flaw discovered in the old car.
The removal of some of the siding (applied by the V&T in
1912) revealed the original redwood body frame. This redwood
structure and the Douglas fir and oak underframe confirm that
this car was indeed built on the West Coast. But the car’s design
was clearly not able to support the carbody’s 50-foot length. Over
the years, the car’s wooden structural members crushed under the
load at the joints, letting the body sag. The only way provided by
the design to correct the sag was by tightening the truss rods. This
was apparently done several times as the displacement of the
adjusting nuts from their appearance in 1869 photographs suggests
a total accumulated sag of nearly a foot. However, leveling the
body with the truss rods merely opened the joints in the wall
trusses, entirely negating their functionality and throwing all of the
load onto the truss rods. In time, the extra load on the rods pulled
them from their anchors in the side sills and snapped an end sill.
As the flaws and repairs came to light, they revealed the
dynamic story of the evolution of car design and fashion and the
never-ending process of repair and modification to keep the car
serviceable. While wholly unexpected, this story is as interesting as
the car’s trip to Promontory in 1869. The evidence of this story
would be lost entirely in a restoration, further reinforcing Hansen
and Withuhn’s admonition against such an undertaking.
Without restoration as an option, the question of what to do
with the car remained unanswered. Obviously, the value of the car
is in its connection with the Pacific Railroad and specifically its
presence at Promontory Summit in May 1869. Because visitors

deserve to see it — and will likely be attracted to the museum for
that reason — it will be placed in the museum’s primary visitor
interpretative center. Nearby will be other exhibits relating to the
Pacific Railroad, including Virginia & Truckee locomotives Nos.
18 and 22, which had post-service careers portraying the locomotives of Promontory in film and exhibitions. Both because the
redwood wall truss is original to car 17 from its construction in
1868 and because it so well illustrates the truly antique nature of
the car, a section of siding is left removed, exposing the wall truss.
Exhibiting an unrestored car in not without precedent, but it
does pose something of a challenge as it is certainly not what most
museum visitors expect. However, it allows us to introduce the visitors to the conflict between preservation and restoration and provides as well an opportunity to explain the deliberate process the
museum goes through in deciding just what to do with any particular piece. There remains the possibility of exhibiting alongside the
car a model of its appearance in 1869, or perhaps with some kind
of virtual display that will allow the visitors to “ride” inside the car
or to peel off the various modern layers of modifications.
Regardless of the final presentation, the car will finally be
exhibited to the public with an emphasis on its connection with
Promontory 150 years ago. That will be a first in this car’s history.
Because of the museum’s effort to stabilize and protect the car, we
are confident this will not be this car’s last anniversary. 2
WENDELL HUFFMAN is curator of history at the Nevada State
Railroad Museum in Carson City. His story about how Chinese
laborers built 10 miles of track in one day will appear in the May issue.
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Workers build the Northern Pacific main line through North Dakota in 1880. The railroad’s route to prosperity was a slow and bumpy one, as it
faced early financial difficulties and was plagued by shoddy constructions during its rapid expansion. TRAINS collection

Northern, NP in its early years struggled
financially, not truly gaining its footing as a
railroad powerhouse until the early 20th
century. Twice it was involved in financial
transactions that brought the country to
the edge of economic ruin.

for Central Pacific and Union Pacific. The
bill passed and was signed by President
Lincoln in 1864. The land grants, amounting to 47 million acres, would prove
valuable to NP.
Securing financing without a public
subsidy was problematic. Construction was
UNION PACIFIC IS WELL KNOWN for its conto start in 1866, but Perham obtained an
nection to President Abraham Lincoln.
extension from Congress. Deeply in debt,
But the nation’s 16th president also had a
In the mid-19th century, the area NP
he sold a group of eastern financiers his
hand in another transcontinental: Northwould traverse was inhabited by Native
franchise, and died in 1868 a broken man.
ern Pacific.
Americans. It had only been explored 50
New NP President J. GregoTwo years after signing the
years earlier by
ry Smith was able to persuade
Pacific Railroad Act of 1862, esMeriwether Lewis
Congress to postpone the start
tablishing land grants and govand William Clark
of construction until 1870 and
ernment bonds to aid construcduring their Corps
allow for the mortgaging of the
tion of the first transcontinental
of Discovery in
railroad, telegraph lines, and
railroad by the UP and Central
1804-06 (NP would
land grants. This permitted
Pacific, Lincoln signed the
later heavily proconstruction bond sales to
charter of the Northern Pacific.
mote its connection
proceed. Financier Jay Cooke,
Its goals were connecting the
with Lewis and
experienced in bond sales,
Great Lakes with Puget Sound,
Clark). In the 1860s,
became the marketer and
opening new lands, and linking Josiah Perham
momentum was
Henry Villard
backer of the NP bonds.
Washington and Oregon to the
building for a transOn Feb. 15, 1870, groundbreaking for
rest of the country.
continental railroad that ultimately led to
Northern Pacific was held at Thomsons
Today, the Northern Pacific Railway is
construction of Central Pacific and Union
Junction, Minn. (today Carlton), but actual
fondly recalled as the scenic railroad of the
Pacific, but supporters of a northern transconstruction did not start until July. From
West that operated the transcontinental
continental continued to lobby Congress.
there, the railroad would strike west across
North Coast Limited passenger train, was
One was eastern rail promoter Josiah
Minnesota, Dakota, Montana, and Idaho
the first to operate Yellowstone (2-8-8-4)
Perham. He was able to persuade Congress
territories and on to Washington Territory,
and Northern (4-8-4) steam locomotives,
to approve a bill for a northern route. It
locating its terminal at Tacoma. The railand after World War II introduced its sigwould rely on popular subscription to
road was first headquartered in Brainerd,
nature slogan, proclaiming itself the “Main
finance construction but include vast land
Minn., then St. Paul. NP’s reach also
Street of the Northwest.” Unlike Great
grants — twice the size of those approved
Editor’s note: As we celebrate the 150th anniversary of the first transcontinental railroad,
Trains is taking a look at the other American
transcons. This is the latest article in that
series. Next up is Santa Fe in April.

Building the NP
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Thirteen years after construction began, the first Northern Pacific train from St. Paul, Minn., to Portland, Ore., pauses after last-spike ceremonies at Gold Creek, Mont. The railroad had actually been completed earlier at another location. Northern Pacific

extended east with a branch from Superior
to Ashland, Wis.
Construction was conducted on two
fronts. In December 1870, NP began work
at Kalama, Wash., with construction crews
working toward Tacoma. Building the NP
was an expensive proposition: materials
had to be brought from the east for the
crews building west, while in the West
materials had to be moved by ship around
Cape Horn or on the new transcontinental
railroad to the San Francisco Bay Area,
then north by ship. Construction money
began to dry up by 1872.
In September 1873, Jay Cooke and Co.,
a major component of the United States
banking establishment, found itself unable
to market several million dollars in NP
bonds. Cooke and his firm had invested
heavily in railroads and their construction.
But just as Cooke was about to swing a
government loan, reports circulated that
his firm’s credit had become nearly worthless, and both Cooke’s company and
Northern Pacific went down in the Panic of
1873. Construction was halted and NP fell
into bankruptcy.
The railroad was reorganized in 1875
and allowed bondholders to foreclose on
the bonds, take over the property, and issue
new stock. Confidence in the railroad was
restored and NP resumed its march west.
Near Forsyth, Mont., lignite coal deposits

Northern Pacific claimed passengers could see 28 different mountain ranges from its trains.
In the Rockies, an agent hoops up orders to an eastbound freight at Thompson Falls, Mont.,
powered by Class W-5 2-8-2 No. 1849. John W. Maxwell

were found near NP’s lines. This became
the source of NP’s “Rosebud” coal that
was later mined for use in its steam locomotives; its lower-energy combustion characteristics would influence NP’s steam
designs. It would later be a source of riches
for Burlington Northern as the low-sulfur
coal became an in-demand resource at

power plants across the U.S.
In Washington, construction was
opened on a third front near Ainsworth,
Wash., headed toward Spokane. This attracted the interest of Henry Villard, who
controlled the Oregon Railway & Navigation Co. OR&N dominated transportation
along the Columbia River with steamboats
TrainsMag.com
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Northern Pacific heavily promoted Yellowstone National Park, building a branch from
Livingston, Mont., to Gardiner in 1883 to deliver passengers to the park. In 1956, its Livingston
station still promoted its connection to the park. Donald Sims

and a rail line along the river’s south bank.
Convinced NP would end his transportation monopoly, Villard secretly raised $8
million to buy NP stock in a “blind pool”
— a group of Villard’s friends who put up
the money were not told what it was intended for. Villard purchased enough stock
to gain control and became NP president.
Villard pushed the NP to completion,
but at such a rapid pace that construction
was often shoddy and inferior. Northern
Pacific’s lines were joined at Independence
Gulch, Mont., on Aug. 22, 1883, but Villard
wanted a large, formal ceremony to gain
national publicity. He designated a more
scenic location nearby, Gold Creek, as the
location of the last spike ceremony on
Sept. 8, 1883. Four chartered trains brought
guests, including former President Ulysses
S. Grant, who participated in the spikedriving ceremony.
Thereafter, NP trains used the OR&N
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from Wallula, Wash., to Portland, Ore.,
then their own line through Kalama to
Tacoma. To meet the requirements of its
federal charter and land grants, NP began
construction of its own line from Tacoma
to Pasco over the Cascades. The route was
completed in 1887 by building a series of
switchbacks over Stampede Pass, with
grades as stiff as 5.6 percent. The next year,
NP opened the 1.8-mile Stampede Tunnel,
with 2.2-percent grades, and the switchback line was abandoned.
Stampede Pass was not the only steep
mountain grade on NP’s main line. Bozeman Pass over the Belt Mountains offered
grades of 1.8 percent westbound and 1.9
percent eastbound, while Mullan Pass over
the Rockies sported grades of 2.2 percent
westbound, 1.8 percent eastbound. In 1889,
NP built an alternate line from Logan to
Garrison, Mont., via Butte over the
Continental Divide at Homestake Pass that

300 miles

© 2019 Kalmbach Media Co., TRAINS: Rick Johnson
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included 2.2-percent grades in both directions, and at 6,328 feet was the highest
point on NP.
While NP had more grades than rival
Great Northern, it had one huge advantage:
scenery. Crossing all those mountains
offered NP passengers scenic delights
unknown on GN; the railroad claimed
passengers could see 28 different mountain
ranges from its trains. It also followed
rivers: the Yellowstone, Missouri and Clark
Fork in Montana, and the Yakima in Washington. NP was one of the major backers of
Yellowstone National Park, and began
bringing visitors to the natural wonders of
the park with a branch from Livingston,
Mont., to Gardiner in 1883. It adopted the
slogan “Yellowstone Park Line.”
In 1893, NP Chief Engineer E.H.
McHenry saw a Korean flag bearing a
“monad” emblem while attending the Chicago World’s Fair. Devised in 1017 A.D. by
Chinese scholar Chow Lien Ki, the monad
symbolizes the opposing forces of life:
darkness and light, motion and rest, positive and negative. McHenry “imported” the
emblem to the NP, and it was soon being
used on equipment, stations, and company
literature. It continued to be NP’s symbol
until the BN merger.
Summer 1893 found Northern Pacific
again collapsing into receivership. Great
Northern’s James J. Hill and his business associates, fearing the competition NP might
present when freed from paying interest on

While NP had more
grades than rival
Great Northern, it had
one huge advantage:
scenery.
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Officially a Burlington Northern train but looking just as it had under Northern Pacific, the
North Coast Limited pauses at Butte, Mont., on April 10, 1970. The train retains a complete set
of equipment in the paint scheme by famous designer Raymond Loewy. Steve Patterson

its bonds, gained working control of the
railroad in 1901, following a reorganization
by financier J.P. Morgan, a Hill ally.
In an effort to gain a connection from
the Twin Cities to Chicago, the “Hill Lines”
then launched a bid to acquire the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Union Pacific’s
E.H. Harriman had a similar goal, and the
ensuing financial battle saw NP stock soar
from $110 to $1,000 in a four-day period
of May 1901. This triggered a panic, the
“Northern Pacific Corner,” that led to the
near collapse of Wall Street brokerages and
banks [see “Making Great Northern
Great,” January 2019].
GN and NP ended up controlling the
Burlington, with Hill, Morgan, and Harriman forming the Northern Securities Co. to
control the three railroads. But a Supreme
Court ruling in 1904 found the company in
violation of the federal Sherman Anti-Trust
Act. GN and NP reverted to individual
operation, but continued to own the CB&Q.
They also jointly owned the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, completed in 1908 to
connect GN and NP lines from Spokane
and Pasco, Wash., to Portland, Ore.

The North Coast Limited

Just before Northern Securities came
to the forefront, NP inaugurated its most
famous train, the Chicago-Seattle/Portland
North Coast Limited. Inaugurated April 29,
1900, the train remained in operation until
the birth of Amtrak, making its last departures (as a Burlington Northern train) on
April 30, 1971 — one day after its 71st birthday. Started as summer-only service between
St. Paul and Seattle, it expanded to a yearround daily train in 1901 and was extended
to Chicago in 1909. It was the first all-electrically lighted train in the Northwest. The
train was safe, as well: it suffered only one
passenger fatality in those 71 years.

A stewardess-nurse chats with a passenger in the North Coast Limited’s Traveller’s Rest buffet-lounge in April 1959. The buffet-lounge, with its hand-painted murals of Lewis and Clark’s
journey, and the stewardess-nurses were both introduced to the train in 1955. William D. Middleton

The North Coast remained a heavyweight train until the late 1940s, when
streamlined equipment began to arrive.
Beginning in 1952, President Robert S.
Macfarlane and G. Walter Rodine, who
headed NP’s passenger department, transformed the railroad’s passenger service.
The North Coast Limited’s schedule was

sped up to match the competition, and a
companion train, the Mainstreeter, was inaugurated to serve cities the faster train
bypassed. Passenger advertising was dramatically expanded, and Raymond Loewy
and Associates was contracted to advise
on the design and decoration of passenger
equipment. Loewy — famed for everything
TrainsMag.com
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“The Great Big Baked Potato,” weighing more than 2 pounds, was a staple of NP dining cars.
In a 1920s publicity photo, dining-car superintendent Hazen Titus, actress and singer Lillian
Russell, and actor Ben Turpin show just how large the spuds are. Burlington Northern

from the streamlining of the Pennsylvania
Railroad’s GG1 electric locomotives to
the livery of Air Force One — conceived
the famous two-tone green Northern
Pacific passenger scheme.
In 1954, the North Coast Limited added
dome cars — four per train, including
dome-sleepers. In 1955, six “Lewis and
Clark Traveller’s Rest” buffet-lounge cars
were built to mark the 150th anniversary
of the Expedition. Interior layout and
design were done by Loewy, with reproduction documents and artifacts on the
walls and Chicago artist Edgar Miller
hand-painting murals with scenes from
the Expedition. The name came from the
expedition’s journals: on Sept. 9, 1805, it
established a campsite near Lolo, Mont.,
and in his journal Lewis wrote, “We called
it Traveller’s Rest.”
NP brought stewardess-nurses to the
train in 1955, added two additional domes
for protection service in 1957, then purchased six diners from Budd (one belonging to CB&Q), adding them in January
1958. The last full diners constructed prior
to Amtrak, two remained in Amtrak service until 2018.
The most famous menu item in NP
diners was the “Big Baked Potato.” In
1908, Hazen Titus was appointed NP’s
dining-car superintendent. He learned
farmers in Washington’s Yakima Valley
were unable to sell their potatoes because
they were growing too large. He discovered the big potatoes were delicious after a
slow baking in an oven, and contracted for
the purchase of potatoes that were more
than 2 pounds. They were offered on the
North Coast Limited beginning in 1909,
and soon after, “The Route of the Great
Big Baked Potato” became a slogan to
promote NP passenger service.
Closely tied to industries in its region,
over the years traffic on NP included agriculture products, coal, mining, oil, forest
products, animals — including hogs carried in stock cars dubbed “Pig Palaces” —
and food products from the Red River and
Yakima valleys (mainly apples) and Columbia Basin of Washington. Oil discoveries in
the Williston Basin of North Dakota and
Montana in the early 1950s were an example of NP land grants bringing in revenue.
NP owned about 3 million acres in the
Basin, and royalties from wells and tankcar traffic contributed to NP’s bottom line.

NP’s steam superstars

Northern Pacific was the first railroad to roster locomotives with a 4-8-4 wheel arrangement,
leading the engine to be named the Northern type. The original 4-8-4, Alco-built No. 2600,
delivered in 1926, is shown in a deadline in Seattle in 1955. R.E. Oestreich
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NP was early to adopt Super Power
steam locomotives. In 1926, it received
Alco-built Class A No. 2600, the world’s
first 4-8-4. Since NP’s engine was first, it
was dubbed the “Northern” type. Alco built
11 more As for NP in 1926-27. The fourwheel trailing truck was needed to carry

NP 4-8-4 No. 2626, originally the Timken “Four Aces” roller-bearing demonstrator, leads a Seattle-Cle Elum, Wash., fan trip through Kanaskat,
Wash., in August 1957. Despite efforts to preserve the locomotive, it was scrapped a year later. Albert Farrow

the weight of the large firebox, designed to
burn the low-quality lignite coal NP used.
The railroad eventually amassed a fleet of
49 Northerns, which included the Timken
Co.’s “Four Aces” — No. 1111, built in 1930
to demonstrate the value of Timken’s sealed
roller bearings. After a nationwide tour, it
was sold to NP, where it became No. 2626.
Baldwin built 36 additional 4-8-4s for the
NP between 1934 and 1942.
NP also pioneered the 2-8-8-4 locomotive. Alco built the first in 1928. At the
time, it was the largest steam locomotive
constructed and had the largest firebox
applied to a steam locomotive at 182 square
feet. To advertise its great size, Alco staged
a banquet for 12 people in the firebox.
Baldwin won the contract to build 11 more
for NP in 1930. They were named “Yellowstones” for the river that paralleled much of
the Yellowstone Division main line
between Mandan, N.D., and Glendive,
Mont., that would be their territory.
NP was an early advocate of the 4-6-6-4
“Challenger” developed by Union Pacific.
The railroad needed a high-speed (60 mph)
freight locomotive that could handle trains
through the mountains west of Livingston,
Mont., with minimal helper assistance.
NP’s first 12 Challengers, built in 1936,
were similar to UP’s but slightly larger. NP

Along with the Northern, Northern Pacific was the first railroad with 2-8-8-4s, named
“Yellowstones” for the river prominent along their territory. By the time of this 1954 photo, the
engines had been relegated to helper service over Bozeman Pass. Donald Sims

went back to Alco for more, with 35
arriving between 1937 and 1943. The big
machines were workhorses for NP, but not
over Stampede Pass, since they were too
large for Stampede Tunnel.
In the late 1950s the railroad’s management focused on diesels and scrapped all its
Super Power steam locomotives, including

the famed Timken demonstrator locomotive
No. 2626, despite pleas to save it. However,
Spokane, Portland & Seattle preserved 4-8-4
No. 700, a duplicate of an NP A-3 class
Northern, except for its use of oil as a fuel,
rather than coal. Built by Baldwin in 1938
and returned to service in 1990, No. 700 is
now undergoing overhaul.
TrainsMag.com
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A GP9 and RS11 work in Crookston, Minn., on Aug. 15, 1969. Northern Pacific went from hauling 35 percent of its tonnage behind diesels in 1950
to complete dieselization by January 1958. Bells from retired steam power found their way onto GP9 replacements. Doug Wingfield

Many bells from retired steam locomotives
were used on GP9 replacements.
Beginning in 1955, NP began replacing
conventional passenger trains on secondary and branch-line routes with Budd Rail
Diesel Cars. Initially assigned between
Spokane and Lewiston, Idaho, service was
expanded to trains between Duluth and
Staples, Minn., and Fargo and Winnipeg.
The last RDCs operated in 1969.

NP’s last years

The railroad began replacing trains on its secondary routes with RDCs in 1955, and eventually
had a fleet of six of the Budd-built cars. This Fargo-Winnipeg train takes on passengers at
Hawley, Minn., in 1966. The NP’s last RDCs ran in 1969. Steve Glischinski collection

In its last decade,
NP pursued traﬃc
that would have
far-reaching eﬀects on
the railroad industry.
54 MARCH 2019

In 1940, Electro-Motive Division FT
demonstrator No. 103 visited NP. The result
was orders for 44 FTs during World War II,
the railroad’s first road diesels. In the late
1940s and 1950s, F3s, F7s, and F9s came in
droves. By 1950, about 35 percent of NP’s
gross ton-miles were handled by diesels, and
steam was finished off in January 1958.

Attorney and former judge Robert S.
Macfarlane joined NP in 1934, and
assumed the railroad’s presidency in 1951
— the same year John Budd took over at
Great Northern. In 1955, he and Budd
initiated merger talks to bring GN, NP,
CB&Q, and SP&S together. Regulatory
approvals would drag on for 15 years until
the merger was consummated in March
1970. Under Macfarlane, NP dieselized and
continued to rebuild its physical plant. In
1955, it opened a $5.5-million hump classification yard at Pasco, Wash., that is still
used by today’s BNSF Railway.
A 5-mile-line change in 1964-65 between Granite and Athol, Idaho, eliminated
a 1,169-foot viaduct, 435-foot tunnel, and
275 degrees of curvature. In its centennial
year of 1963, NP operated 6,794.33 miles,

including 2,783.96 miles of main line and
4,010.37 miles of branches.
In its last decade, the railroad pursued
traffic that would have far-reaching effects
on the railroad industry. In 1924, NP had
constructed a branch from Forsyth to Colstrip, Mont., to reach coal deposits for its
steam locomotives. On May 1, 1969, NP
and GN began transporting coal in 105-car
unit trains from Peabody’s Big Sky Mine
near Colstrip, in the little-known Powder
River Basin, to Minnesota Power & Light’s
Clay Boswell Plant at Cohasset, Minn.
These were the first movements of basin
coal to a distant power plant several states
away, the great-granddaddy of the coal
trains operating out of the area today.

Northern Pacific today

Burlington Northern chose Great
Northern’s superior route over the mountains as its primary transcontinental route,
but on its east end, NP’s mainly doubletrack line from St. Paul to Casselton, N.D.,
received the nod. At Casselton, a postmerger installation allowed trains to swing
from the NP to the ex-GN Surrey Cutoff to
Minot, N.D., and GN’s “Hi Line.”
With most traffic traveling on the former
GN and downsizing in vogue, in 1987 Burlington Northern spun off its ex-NP track
from Huntley, Mont., to Sandpoint, Idaho,
to industrialist Dennis Washington and his
Montana Rail Link. The main line was
leased rather than sold because of liens still
held on the property by NP bondholders.
In 1996, BNSF restored NP’s Stampede
Pass crossing of the Cascades, which had
been closed by BN in 1983. It was a relief
valve for growing traffic on the GN route
across Washington state, limited by how
many trains can pass through Cascade
Tunnel because of diesel-exhaust issues.
Unfortunately, the railroad did not improve
Stampede tunnel clearances, so doublestack and auto-rack trains cannot fit
through. The route serves mainly as a conduit for manifest and grain trains.
Former Trains Editor David P. Morgan
summed up NP when he nominated it as
the “All-American Railroad” in 1985: “It
possessed the name, the heritage, the route,
the trains, the scenery, the locomotives, the
emblem to underwrite a consensus. A middleman, geographically and physically: older but weaker than Great Northern on the
north, stronger than Milwaukee Road on
the south. Rich in heritage, following the
trail of Lewis and Clark, created by an Act
of Congress bearing the signature of A.
Lincoln. Traditional as a semaphore blade
and T-rail. Long enough at 6,700 routemiles to spread across six big states but not
so far as to be incomprehensible.”
NP was all these things and more. It was
truly the Main Street of the Northwest. 2

The flood of Powder River Basin coal that became so important to successor Burlington
Northern began modestly on NP, with a 1969 contract to move coal from Colstrip, Mont., to
Cohasset, Minn. In July 1969, a Cohasset-bound train pauses in Mandan, N.D. Duane Durr collection

Stampede Pass, closed by Burlington Northern after the merger, was brought back to life by
BNSF in 1996 as a relief valve for traffic to and from the Pacific Northwest. This eastbound
grain empty climbs the pass near Stampede, Wash., on June 22, 2014. Nate Muhlethaler
TrainsMag.com
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IN MY OWN WORDS

PORTRAIT OF A

A mentor with a velvet
touch on the throttle
by Gary D. Schlaeger
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RAILROADING IS A COMPLICATED BUSINESS,
and keeping them running smoothly is a
complicated job. In the steam era, more
judgement was deferred to front-line management, trainmasters, and road foremen
of engines. Getting the trains over the road
was a balancing act between enforcing the
rules and seeing that the task got done safely and efficiently. The railroader known on
the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern simply as “T.V.”
was a master at that job.
He had a velvet touch at starting and
stopping long, heavy trains and managed
slack action without pulling knuckles. He
knew the physical characteristics of the

railroad. He could begin at any point and
recite its milepost and progress consecutively in either direction naming switches
and how long sidings were.
T.V. grew up in Chicago Heights, Ill.,
near the Chicago & Eastern Illinois tracks,
the youngest of six children of Polish and
German immigrants. Just 2 years old when
his father died, he was raised by siblings
and a mother who barely spoke English.
He aspired to be like engineers he waved at
as they rode by. Eventually, he began working 16-hour days firing steam engines for
the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern on steel trains
out of Gary, Ind.

ROAD FOREMAN

An eastbound Elgin, Joliet & Eastern freight is
headed by 2-8-0 No. 747 about 2 miles east of
Joliet, Ill. Perhaps the fireman with his head
out was later promoted by “T.V.” R.H. Braun

T.V. was promoted to engineer and
helped many firemen get promoted to engineer. They gained running experience
while firing for him. Firemen bid in on
road jobs to work with T.V. as they knew
they would obtain the experience to be
promoted. He was a mentor who helped
promote men in the tradition and culture
he had been helped.
After 30 years as an engineer, he was
promoted to road foreman. He knew the
men, the machines, and their limitations.

The company promoted a man enginemen
would respect; he was promoted for his
skills and ability to work with the men. He
was an intuitive energetic leader. Although
rank and authority was bestowed, he believed leadership like trust was earned. He
listened to the men and articulated the
men’s problems to management.
I became associated with T.V. as a railroader when I hired on as a fireman. He
admonished me to mind Clyde, the old
hostler, so I wouldn’t run a locomotive into
the turntable pit or slip off the oil slick running boards while sanding or fueling the
engine. I was one of the college boys working holidays during times regular men
wanted to take vacation. This experience
had a positive influence on my life, career,
and management values.
When crewmen marked up, signed the
train register, and compared watches, T.V.
greeted us. We were inspected. He knew us
and sensed enough about each to ask how
we were. He energized us, and we felt like
part of a team.
When T.V. smelled alcohol, he suggested an engineman go home. It was better to
miss a call and delay an engine than risk
an accident. The railroad ran on good
judgment, which was acquired through
poor judgment.
T.V. had been in derailments and rollovers. He had friends scalded, crushed, and
cut in two. He hit automobiles at crossings
and witnessed the coroner prying body
parts from under the train. He reminded
us of dangers of moving equipment in
changing conditions and when climbing on
equipment. He knew the consequences of a
slip! He encouraged men to wear safety
footwear, clean, tight clothes; and caps to
prevent hair or other parts from catching
in equipment. Employees were of no economic value to the company — or their
families — if injured. He preached safety!
He had been hurt and knew the despair of
not providing for his family.
T.V. reminded us “safety was the first
importance.” This was especially true on
the U.S. Steel-owned EJ&E, which served
much of Chicago and northwest Indiana’s
heavy industry. Its crews worked within the
mills alongside mill workers.
He admonished us to call for clarification if there was a question about train orders or a radio message. He was in the

tower of the receiving yard when we came
in from the road to minimize terminal delay. It didn’t matter when engines departed
or trains were made up, or, when they left
— T.V. was there! He appeared everywhere, riding engines, instilling confidence in engineers who had little experience on difficult or dangerous runs. He
was there in the tower at dawn in bad
weather when young operators were there,
and it was difficult to distinguish signals
2 miles down the line.
Men asked for T.V.’s help in pulling cars
from icy spots under flooded loading
chutes, which could ground out diesel locomotive traction motors. They relied on
his experience and help with a problem
yardmaster. He was prone to give a mooching engineer a lesson on how to run faster
to the house. Men could relate to T.V. at
work or call him at home. T.V.’s indefatigable style, indomitable spirit, positive demeanor, strong will, and respect triggered a
switch in enginemen’s heads entering the
roundhouse to make the transition from
the outside world to the railroad. It helped
focus on awareness to safety of coworkers.
T.V. retired early on the pretense that
his health would not allow him to perform
well. He believed it was time to let younger
men take his place. Then, railroaders could
work until they died. Enginemen in their
70s held top jobs and engineers took turns
bidding in on the fireman’s board to fire for
old head engineers who helped them get
promoted. They fired the engine and ran it
so old heads could get their pay.
Transportation historians may not remember the difference that T.V. made, but
God knows the lives, limbs, and property
saved as a result of his good judgement,
management style, and manner. Thus, he
made the steel-hauling EJ&E a better, safer
place by his presence.
T.V. achieved more on the railroad and
in his personal life than he dreamed. He
never realized the inspiration he instilled
the first night I sat on his knee as a boy in
the hot, smoky cab of that steam locomotive. You see, Theodore Victor “T.V.”
Schlaeger, road foreman of engines for the
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, was my father!
GARY D. SCHLAEGER is a retired vice
president of the Burlington Northern. This is
his first Trains byline.
TrainsMag.com
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PRESERVATION

Leviathan to take on new
role in Pennsylvania
Transcontinental railroad look gives way to Lincoln Funeral Train motif
Leviathan exercises in Rock
Island, Ill., in 2011 during a festival. The locomotive has roamed
tourist railroads, museums, and
special events since its 2006
completion. TRAINS: Jim Wrinn
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GOODBYE, CENTRAL PACIFIC
No. 63 Leviathan! Hello, Pennsylvania Railroad No. 331.
The operating 4-4-0 replica
of one of the locomotives of the
first transcontinental railroad
150 years ago is being redecorated to represent a PRR engine
that pulled the Lincoln Funeral
Train from Harrisburg to Philadelphia. That locomotive carried black bunting, flags, and
garland in its sad role as the
power for the 16th president’s
funeral train.
The owners of the locomotive plan to display the engine
under steam at Elizabethtown,
Pa., on April 22, at 12:15 p.m.,
which was the same date and
time as the original Lincoln Funeral Train of 1865.
In 2018, Illinois locomotive
builder David Kloke sold his
replica to Stone Gable Estates, a
wedding and special-events venue located on a 275-acre farm
with a working horse ranch
southeast of Harrisburg. The
Lincoln Funeral Car replica that
Kloke built is part of the operation. He is also building a replica
of the first passenger car to operate in Chicago for Stone Gable

Estates.
Plans call for the construction of 2.5 miles of new track
for the locomotive to run on.
Called the Harrisburg, Lincoln
& Lancaster Railroad, the operation will not be open as a
tourist railroad but will operate
for special events, weddings,
and corporate functions.
Kloke built the locomotive
during a 10-year period in his
construction company shop in
the suburban Chicago city of
Elgin. He debuted it in 2009
and added the Lincoln Funeral
Car replica in 2015 to commemorate the 150th anniversary of Abraham Lincoln’s assassination. The steam locomotive
traveled to tourist railroads,
museums, and festivals and was
stored at Ohio’s Age of Steam
Roundhouse in recent years
while the funeral car replica
went elsewhere for display.
Kloke got the idea for building the 35-ton replica while
watching a Lincoln documentary. “I am into history, and you
cannot help but be awed by
these wonderful locomotives,”
he told Trains in 2009.
Leviathan was a sister

engine to Jupiter, the Central
Pacific 4-4-0 that was nose-tonose with Union Pacific’s
No. 119 at Promontory Summit, Utah, on May 10, 1869, to
mark the completion of the first
transcontinental railroad. Schenectady Locomotive Works
built the original Leviathan in
August 1868 as part of an order
for three other 4-4-0s: Jupiter,
No. 60; Storm, No. 61; and
Whirlwind, No. 62.
The 4-4-0 was the standard
locomotive of its day, and thousands of them were built to
every gauge for use across the
nation. As the need for more
speed and additional pulling
power came about in the late
1800s, the 4-4-0 or “American”
type fell from favor, and the
engines were relegated to
branches, passenger locals, or
sadly, the scrap heap.
But no locomotive has ever
captured the public imagination like the simple 4-4-0. To
this day it remains one of the
most iconic steam locomotive
wheel arrangements of all
time: A true American classic
in steam and in motion.
— Jim Wrinn

PRESERVATION BRIEFS
White Pass upgrades
rolling stock

Crews remove the 110-foot turntable from the pit at CSX Transportation’s Tilford Yard in Atlanta.
The turntable hosted NC&StL 4-8-4s and will once again turn No. 576 in Tennessee. Dean Mastoras

For Nashville’s No. 576: a lift out
of the park and a turntable
CSX TRANSPORTATION has donated a turntable to a small community in Tennessee
for eventual use by Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis Railway 4-8-4 No. 576, under
restoration in nearby Nashville.
The Atlanta Tilford Yard turntable will
go to Historic Watertown Inc. The 110-foot
turntable was installed by the NC&StL not
long after it had purchased its J3 4-8-4 locomotives. The turntable will be installed
in Watertown where it will be used by the
Music City Star, Tennessee Central Railway
Museum, and eventually No. 576.
“Being able to both preserve this turntable and reunite it with the class of locomotive it was designed for is truly a special opportunity,” says Joey Bryan of the Nashville
Steam Preservation Society. “The 90-mile
round trip from Nashville to Watertown is
an ideal length for half-day excursions,

which will enable No. 576 to really stretch its
legs and offer passengers a glimpse of what
it was like to ride the rails 75 years ago.”
The restoration of No. 576 is expected
to begin in earnest in 2019. Once the locomotive is running, Nashville Steam Preservation Society hopes to run the locomotive
between Nashville and Watertown.
The next big step has already been taken. By the time you read this, No. 576 will
have exited from its home of 66 years in
Nashville’s Centennial Park. The move by
truck was planned for Jan. 13 via a multiwheel trailer down some of Nashville’s busiest streets. The destination is the Nashville &
Western Railroad, for four to six weeks of
prep work before a 4-mile move via CSX to
the restoration site at the Tennessee Central
Railway Museum, located on the Nashville
& Eastern Railroad. — Justin Franz

Southern
Pacific steam
in the Big Easy
Rarely seen in steam,
Southern Pacific 2-8-2 No. 745
pulls a holiday train in New
Orleans Dec. 15 on its second
outing in two years. Restored
in 2004, the locomotive operates for the Louisiana Steam
Train Association. SP
homemade the engine at its
Algiers Shops nearby in 1921.
Leo Persick

WHITE PASS & YUKON dispatched 10
coaches and three locomotives from its
Skagway, Alaska, headquarters to Washington state for upgrades. The equipment was barged to Bellingham, Wash.,
and then trucked to Hamilton Construction in Sedro-Woolley, Wash. The 3-footgauge rolling stock includes shovelnose General Electric diesels Nos. 90,
93, and 98, which date to 1954. All are
scheduled to return to Skagway by the
end of April 2019. TRAINS: Jim Wrinn

IOWA INTERSTATE will run steam June 29
to benefit the Menlo, Iowa, volunteer fire
department. Steam will haul four 45-minute trips both east and west of the town
on June 29. Presumably, power would be
Chinese-built QJ-type 2-10-2 No. 6988,
which operated benefits for local fire departments in central Iowa in August 2018.
The town is celebrating its 150th anniversary. No. 6988 is the Iowa Interstate QJ
that was given an Americanized appearance in 2011. She and sister No. 7081, pictured above, were acquired in 2006 by
Iowa Interstate’s parent company, Railroad Development Corp. TRAINS: Jim Wrinn
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TRAIN-WATCHING

Hot spot: Lordsburg, N.M.
Union Paciﬁc, short line meet in rest-stop town on Interstate 10
With Alkali Flat Lake as a
backdrop, an eastbound Union
Pacific stack train approaches
Lordsburg, N.M., where the UP
meets the Arizona Eastern
Railroad. Two photos, Bruce Stahl

An eastbound Union Pacific
train leaves Arizona and heads
toward Lordsburg, some 25
miles away on the former
Southern Pacific Sunset Route.
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LOCATION: Lordsburg,
N.M. (population 2,609
as of 2014) is the county seat of
Hidalgo County. It is located
south of the intriguing Gila
National Forest, and 25 miles
from the Arizona border.
Lordsburg was founded in 1880
as the Southern Pacific built the
Sunset Route eastward from
California. The community’s
wood-framed depot stood until
it was razed in 1988. Today a
small Amtrak shelter is available for travelers on the triweekly Sunset Limited/Texas
Eagle. For many years a rest
stop for travelers heading west
on old U.S. Route 80, today the

town is the meeting point of
U.S. Route 70 and Interstate 10.

TRAIN-WATCHING: Lordsburg hosts two railroads,
Union Pacific (former Southern
Pacific) and Arizona Eastern
Railway, which interchanges
with the UP in Lordsburg.
Union Pacific traffic includes
manifest, unit, automotive, and
intermodal trains. The Union
Pacific and Arizona Eastern
also do switching in the yard in
Lordsburg. UP’s main line runs
parallel to Motel Drive, I-10’s
business route through the
community. There are excellent
places throughout town to photograph, especially on the east
and west ends. Some trains tie
down for the evening, creating
great possibilities for night
photos downtown.
West of Lordsburg, north of
I-10 and the UP tracks for
7 miles are the Dry Lake BedsAlkali Flats, a unique, surreal
white lake bed that makes a
great photo backdrop. There
are also photo opportunities in
Gary, 8 miles west of Lordsburg, with angles, signals, and
scenery making for some great
shots. Go a few miles farther
west and you will find yourself
entering Arizona. The scenery

throughout the area is
outstanding and unique.
Amtrak’s Sunset Limited is
scheduled to pass through in
daylight in both directions.
Eastbound, it departs at 12:15
p.m. on Mondays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays; westbound, it
stops at 4:13 p.m. on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Sundays.
Genesee & Wyoming’s Arizona Eastern is a 206-mile Class
III railroad with a direct route to
Clifton, Ariz., from Lordsburg,
as well as trackage rights over
the Union Pacific to Bowie,
Ariz.; there, it meets home
trackage and heads north to
Miami, Ariz. The railroad’s primary commodities are sulfuric
acid, copper concentrate, and
copper anode and cathode. In
Globe, the railroad handles lumber products. The Arizona Eastern has a mix of General Electric and Electro-Motive power.

RADIO FREQUENCIES:
Union Pacific road
(Lordsburg Subdivision),
160.230, 160.320, and 161.550;
Arizona Eastern road, 160.215
and 161.355.

FOR THE FAMILY: If ghost
towns interest you, two
are a short drive away. Shake-
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speare and Steins (pronounced “Steens”)
have been abandoned for decades. Shakespeare’s ghosts came in 1929 when the silver mines closed; Steins was doomed in
1944 by a combination of its quarry closing
and the Southern Pacific discontinuing
stops there, ending water deliveries.

Also of interest in Lordsburg is the
Hidalgo County Museum, which is rich in
military history and includes a railroad history room. There are plenty of motels and
restaurants to choose from; recommended
is Kranberry’s Chatterbox, open 8 a.m. to
9 p.m. daily. — Bruce Stahl

A new railfan attraction
Cincinnati suburb opens viewing platform
RAILFANS HAVE A NEW PLACE to watch
trains thanks to a purpose-built tower and
platform built by a Cincinnati suburb.
On Oct. 13, 2018, Ludlow, Ky., held a
grand opening ceremony for its new rail
viewing platform. The two-story platform
features an elevator and stairs to take railfans up to watch trains battling the famous
Erlanger Hill on Norfolk Southern’s Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific line.
The route hosts up to 60 trains every 24
hours. The platform, built on a former
vacant lot on Elm Street next to the city’s
police station, also features benches and
historical plaques recognizing the history
of the railroad in Ludlow.
Elishia Chamberlain, Ludlow’s city
administrator, says the platform presents
the city with an enormous opportunity.
“The city hopes we will attract railfans

The new viewing platform in Ludlow, Ky.,
gives fans a view of the action on Norfolk
Southern's Erlanger Hill. David T. Rohdenburg

from across the U.S. to the greater Cincinnati area,” she says. “Railfans are known for
their enthusiasm, and so many have visited
our city over the years, but without an appropriate viewing area. This provides a safe
place with a unique view.
“I think the uniqueness of the view, and
the platform being located a block and a
half from our downtown, can allow railfans
to immerse themselves in rail viewing as
well as rail history. Our history was greatly
shaped by rail, and the community
embraces our history.”
Jon Glass, a Norfolk Southern spokesman, says NS was not directly involved in
the project but appreciates what the city
has done: “Norfolk Southern salutes Ludlow city leaders for providing railfans with
a safe and convenient place to view trains.”
The platform unofficially opened to the
public in late August, but the grand opening was held once final work, such as the
addition of the benches and plaques, was
complete. The site has already become popular with local railfans and neighborhood
residents alike.
Ludlow, a small community directly
across the Ohio River from Cincinnati, is
where the Southern Railway maintained a
locomotive shop and yard. The shops are
still standing, but are no longer in use, and
the yard is used mostly for car storage. At
one time, much of the town’s population
was employed by a Pullman car shop.
— David T. Rohdenburg

The corkscrew scheme of the Rocky
Mountaineer makes a scene at Glenogle,
British Columbia. Drew Halverson

THE ATTRACTION to the Rocky Mountaineer premier passenger service isn’t just
skin deep. As the Bob Johnston feature
in this issue (see page 22) reveals, the
real beauty of this fleet can be found in
the bones, build, fit, and finish of the
luxury line’s railcar fleet, including the
newest GoldLeaf dome cars. Even so,
watching this train traverse the ethereal
natural settings in the Pacific Northwest
is still quite a sight to behold. Through
exclusive HD video on Model Railroader
Video Plus, you can follow rail photographer Drew Halverson as he races
throughout Washington state, British
Columbia, and Alberta to capture action
along the rails, including the Rocky
Mountaineer. In several episodes of
Drew’s Trackside Adventures (Episodes
31, 29, and 12), you’ll enjoy stunning
video of what is arguably the most
prestigious leisure train riding North
American rails. To catch a glimpse of
the Rocky Mountaineer, along with a
flurry of Canadian fast-freight trains,
subscribe to www.MRVideoPlus.com.
Then, let the thrills and railroad adventure begin by clicking on
www.MRVideoPlus.com/DTA29
— Kent Johnson, MRVP Producer

MRVIDEOPLUS.COM isn’t just for
modelers! Embrace the heavy-duty
railroad content. With your subscription
to Model Railroader Video Plus, you’ll
have access to exclusive high-definition
videos and miniseries covering tons
of railroad-related topics.

SIGN UP TODAY AT
WWW.MRVIDEOPLUS.COM/27DEAL
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ASK TRAINS

Q Amtrak locomotives today seem
to run ‘elephant’ style. Why?
Amtrak P42 No. 3 leads the
westbound Empire Builder by
Metra’s Tower A2 running elephant style. The lead locomotive
will be cut off in Spokane and
become the power for the cars
destined for Portland, Ore., while
the second locomotive will continue with the rest of the train to
Seattle. Chris Guss
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A Amtrak has no requirement
to run two or more units elephant style on a train — locomotives facing the same direction, nose to tail resembling a
group of elephants walking together in a circus — but it is the
preferred setup on most consists
they build. This is done to allow
for the trailing locomotive to be
moved to the head end if a failure or other issue prevents the
lead locomotive from continuing to lead the train to its destination. There are specific trains
for which at least two locomotives must be facing the same
direction for operational purposes. For example, Amtrak’s
Empire Builder from Chicago to
the Pacific Northwest operates
in two sections west of Spokane,
Wash., one to Seattle and the
other to Portland, Ore. When
the westbound train from Chicago arrives in Spokane, the lead
locomotive is cut off the train
and set aside. The trailing
units(s) and cars destined for
Seattle will continue west, while

the locomotive that was set
aside will couple onto the cars
bound for Portland and continue to its final terminal.
Amtrak’s long-distance trains
have turning facilities, and the
entire train will often be turned
at its destination. For short-distance trains or on corridors
where no turning facilities exist,
Amtrak will place another

—Chuck Butler, Clayton, Ind.

locomotive or an unpowered
cab unit on the opposite end of
the train for the train crew to
operate from in the opposite
direction. — Chris Guss

Q What was the purpose of
Burlington Northern’s doublestack Power Pac car? —Edward
Schrader, Vassar, Mich., via
Facebook

Amtrak cab car No. 90219 brings up the rear of an Amtrak Hiawatha
train departing Chicago for Milwaukee. In Milwaukee, the engineer
will change ends and operate No. 90219 back to Chicago. Chris Guss

A Burlington Northern Power Pac container,
seen in this undated photo, was used as a
portable power source. Edward Schrader

A Burlington Northern Intermodal started
a program that included Power Pac equipment that produced electricity to operate
nine refrigerator containers in a five-unit
well car. The Power Pac was often placed in
the bottom of the middle car of a five-car
unit car and “cords” were extended to the refrigerator units of the other containers. The
Power Pac was a converted 40-foot ocean
container and contained two diesel engines.
One engine was used as the primary power
source and the other engine was a backup in
case of an engine failure. Refrigerated container service was offered from Seattle to
Chicago. The program was discontinued
shortly after the BN-Santa Fe merger in
1995. — Tom Danneman
Q What exactly is the deﬁnition of Precision Scheduled Railroading? — Norm
Seeger, Newtown, Pa.

Q I was wondering if you can tell me how
to classify a diesel locomotive. It used to
be easy but now I can’t tell one from
another. — Tristan Wadycki, Berkeley, Ill.

A Whole books
DIESEL
have been written
LOCOMOTIVES
about how to identify diesel locomotives, including’s
Trains’ “Guide to
North American
Diesel Locomotives”
by Jeff Wilson.
Available at KalmbachHobbyStore.com, the book is more
than 300 pages and contains hundreds of
pictures of classic and modern locomotives with spotting details, rosters, and
paint schemes. It is $27.99, plus shipping
and taxes. The item number is 01303. —
Steve Sweeney
Guide to North American

Union Pacific Big Boy 4-8-8-4 No. 4014 on
display at the Fairplex in Pomona, Calif., in
2012. Union Pacific has yet to release a
schedule for the steam locomotive’s
operations in 2019. David Lustig

Railroad. We do not believe UP has plans
to operate the Big Boy off UP rails in the
near future.
But it is not impossible.
A knowledgeable Big Boy expert with
whom Trains has spoken confirms that
No. 4014, and its tender, can (slowly) take
curves up to 20 degrees — making even
locations in the eastern U.S. reachable for
this giant steam machine. — Steve Sweeney

☛

A Precision Scheduled Railroading is the
operating model advanced by the late E.
Hunter Harrison while he was the CEO at
Illinois Central, Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, and CSX Transportation.
From an operating perspective, it’s a
back-to-basics approach to railroading.
PSR places an emphasis on keeping freight
cars, locomotives, and crews on the move
and scheduling individual railcars from
origin to destination. The operating plan
aims to minimize car dwell time in yards
as well as how many times they are classified en route. To advance cars across the
system, a railroad using PSR tries to have
more than one way to move cars to destination. They also run general-purpose
trains, often blending cars that typically
run in intermodal, bulk, and manifest service into common trains. This results in
more frequent departures and helps
reduce the amount of time cars spend in
yards. Another key element is running the
same number of trains in each direction
every day, which keeps power and crews in
balance and avoids costly deadhead moves
of equipment and crews. Harrison-led railroads also minimize motive-power requirements and aim to spread workflow evenly
throughout the day.
But Harrison’s operating model extends beyond these seven service design

principles to include everything from capital spending to labor contracts with train
and engine crews. Harrison emphasized
the need to exhaust all other possibilities
before spending money on new track,
locomotives, or freight cars.
And he sought to gain flexible labor
agreements so that road crews could do
yard work, for example. Harrison also
streamlined the railroads he led, thinning
management ranks at headquarters and in
the field. The idea was to cut bureaucracy
and speed decision-making.
Taken together, the operational and corporate changes dramatically reduce costs.
Move the same amount of tonnage on fewer, longer trains, and you don’t need as
many road crews, locomotives, or freight
cars. With smaller locomotive and car
fleets, you don’t need as many shops or
mechanics. Idle humps and process cars
fewer times, and you can get by with fewer
yards and yard crews. Harrison produced
record-low operating ratios at the railroads
he led, which attracted attention from Wall
Street and put pressure on Union Pacific
and Norfolk Southern. Both railroads have
adopted operating plans that incorporate
the principles of Precision Scheduled Railroading. — Bill Stephens

In the April issue

Jeff Wilson

Q Will Union Paciﬁc’s Big Boy No. 4014
come through Savannah, Ga., during its
runs in 2019? — Nohl Braun, Savannah, Ga.

A Union Pacific has yet to release a
schedule on where and when it will run
No. 4014 later this year. However, we
know UP crews are making every effort to
have the locomotive ready for service and
in operation to join May festivities in
Utah for the 150th anniversary of the
completion of the first Transcontinental

SHORT LINES AND REGIONALS are in the
spotlight. We’ll visit South Carolina’s
AIKEN RAILROAD with its two-tone
GP30s. Then join us in Pennsylvania for
a railroad that combines coal, CTC, and
more: READING & NORTHERN.
Our Journey to Promontory series looks
at the first transcontinental railroad as it
appears today. And we’ll treat you to a
major feature on another favorite
transcon, SANTA FE.
We’ve also got exclusive interviews and
news about short lines and regionals.
It’s all in the magazine of railroading!

On sale March 12, 2019
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RAILROAD
ATTRACTION
DIRECTORY
STEP BACK IN TIME to experience the
golden age of railroading. North America’s
railroad museums and tourist lines provide affordable fun for the whole family!
Plan your complete vacation with visits to
these leading attractions. For information
on advertising in this section, call Mike
Yuhas toll-free at 888-558-1544, Ext 625.
COLORADO
Leadville
LEADVILLE COLORADO & SOUTHERN
326 East 7th
May 26 – June 15 1:00pm. June 16 – August 17 10:00am
& 2:00pm. August 18 – October 7 weekdays 1:00pm,
weekends 10:00am & 2:00pm. Spectacular trip travels into
the high Rocky Mountains, the railroad follows old C&S
roadbed & 1893 restored depot. Family friendly, pets allowed.
For more info visit our web site.

www.leadvillerailroad.com
FLORIDA

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS RAILWAY MUSEUM

Union

WEST VIRGINIA
Landgraff
ELKHORN INN & THEATER

7000 Olson Road

Route 52 (Between Eckman & Kimball)

Home of Nebraska Zephyr. Steam, diesel trains, electric
cars. Send $5.00 for 32 page Guide Book; or #10 SASE
for color brochure with schedule & discount coupon.
Trains operate Sat: May-Oct, Sun: Apr-Oct, Daily:
Memorial Day-Labor Day. Museum open Apr-Oct. Lodging:
847-695-7540 and 815-363-6177.

www.irm.org

815-923-4000

INDIANA
Connersville
WHITEWATER VALLEY RAILROAD

As seen on HGTV “Building Character” and “reZONED”!
Newly restored “Coal Heritage Trail” Inn on NS Pocahontas
railway line in scenic, southern, WV. Railview guest rooms,
balcony and patio cafe. Call about our Railfan weekends.
14 guest rooms, claw-foot tubs, fireplace, vintage quilts, art,
antiques & gift shop/museum room. Meals available. Sat
TV, VCR, slide-viewer, studio & Wi-Fi internet. On Route 52,
30 minutes from Bluefield WV/VA. See our “railfan” pages on our
web site. Local phone: 304-862-2031

www.elkhorninnwv.com

800-708-2040

WEST INDIES
St. Kitts
ST. KITTS SCENIC RAILWAY

5th and Grand

1-866-386-3936

Fort Myers
SEMINOLE GULF RAILWAY
1-75 exit 136 at Colonial Blvd.

Murder Mystery Dinner Train

Travel through time on Indiana’s most scenic railroad.
33-mile round trip to Metamora, May through Oct.
Special events Feb through Dec. Vintage diesels:
1951 Lima-Ham 750HP SW, 1954 EMD/Milw. SD10,
1948 Alco S1. Gift Shop.

Include St. Kitts in your Eastern Caribbean cruise
itinerary. Narrow gauge St. Kitts Scenic Railway Tour circles
this unspoiled island paradise, 18 miles by train, 12
miles by bus. Twin- level observation cars, fully narrated,
complimentary drinks, a cappella Choir. One of the Great
Little Railways of the World.

www.whitewatervalleyrr.org

www.stkittsscenicrailway.com

NEBRASKA
Enjoy a comical murder mystery show while our chef
prepares your five course dinner with a choice of 3 entrees.
The Murder Mystery Dinner Train operates 5 nights a week all
year from the Colonial Station (2805 Colonial Blvd, Fort Myers,
FL 33966). Get-Away packages with hotel stay available with
special pricing available only through Seminole Gulf Railway.

www.semgulf.com

765-825-2054
North Platte

GOLDEN SPIKE TOWER & VISITOR CENTER
1249 N Homestead Rd

(869) 465-7263
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ROBERT W. WILLAFORD RAILROAD MUSEUM

Big E Productions ................................... 14

FLORIDA
102 N. Palmer St.

Classic Trains magazine .......................... 11

RAILROAD ATTRACTION DIRECTORY

Four Ways West ......................................12
Eight story tower offering a panoramic view of the Union
Pacific’s Bailey Yard, the world’s largest classification yard.
Thousands of railcars every day!
Located minutes off of I-80 and Hwy 83

Located at the “diamond” of the
“A” line and “S” line for CSX Railroad
In the Historic 1909 Union Station Depot. Visit our fully
restored 1963 Seaboard Caboose and 1942 Whitcomb
switch engine. Museum is open Mon thru Wed from 12:00
to 4:00 and Thurs thru Sat from 10:00 to 4:00. Platform
is open 24 hours a day, every day for great train viewing.
CSX freight, Tropicana Juice Train, Ethanol, TECO Coal,
Amtrak are daily arrivals

www.willafordrailroadmuseum.com 813-719-6989
Folkston
ROADMASTERS LODGE & FLS CABOOSE

GEORGIA

225 & 215 B First St.
Nightly lodging next to the tracks, just a few blocks from the
Folkston Funnel! See 40-60 trains per day, to/from Jacksonville to the south, Savannah to the north, and Waycross to the
west. Lodge sleeps 6, with a full kitchen; caboose sleeps 2
adults & 2 children. Once again being managed by original
owners James and Sarah Lewis.

www.roadmasterslodge.com
YOUR STATE

912-270-5102
Your City

Advertise your tourist
railroad here!
Contact Mike Yuhas at 888-558-1544 Ext. 625
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Galveston Railroad Museum ....................64
Greg Scholl Video Productions ................13

Hours: Open 9am-7pm daily

Keystone Railroad Delights Tour ..............66

Twilight Tours (open past sunset) the 3rd Saturday of
each month

Monte Vista Publishing ............................12

www.goldenspiketower.com

308-532-9920

PENNSYLVANIA
Marysville
BRIDGEVIEW BED & BREAKFAST
810 S. Main St.
Lately, train watching
around The Bridgeview
B&B has been extremely
exciting with motive
power from BNSF, UP,
KCS, CP, CN, CSX and
Ferromex often leading, plus add NS heritage units into the
mix and you have some amazing lashup possibilities! Trains
entering or exiting Enola Yard pass right by our front porch.
From the spacious decks and sitting room, you can watch
the Susquehanna River, Blue Mountains and train action on
Rockville Bridge! Plus, visit Hershey, Gettysburg, and PA Dutch
Country! Comfortable rooms all with private baths, A/C, Wifi,
and a tasty breakfast are included with your stay. Take a virtual
tour on our website and check us out on Facebook for daily
updates, pictures and guest comments.

www.bridgeviewbnb.com
717-957-2438
TEXAS
Galveston
GALVESTON RAILROAD MUSEUM
Home of the Santa Fe Warbonnets
2602 Santa Fe Place Galveston, TX 77550
Former Headquarters Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe Depot
One of the Largest Railroad Museums in Southwest.
Approx. 5 acres of 50 vintage rail cars, locomotives,
freight, passenger. Indoor & Outdoor displays. One of the largest China
& Silverware collection. O & H/O model Layouts. Free Parking with
Admission. Open seven days a week.
www.galvestonrrmuseum.com
409-765-5700

Morning Sun Books, Inc. .........................12
Plasser American Corporation ...................2
Railcom .................................................. 14
railroadbooks.biz ....................................13
Ride this train! 2019................................65
Ron’s Books ...........................................13
Skookum In Steam....................................9
Society of Int’l Railway Travelers .............76
Switzerland 2019 Tour ............................67
Trains Books .......................................... 14
Transcontinental Anniversary Items .........66
Wheel Rail Seminars ............................... 17
Whitewater Valley Railroad ......................13

CLASSIFIEDS
Word Rate: per issue: 1 insertion — $1.57 per word, 6
insertions — $1.47 per word, 12 insertions — $1.37 per word.
$25.00 MINIMUM per ad. Payment must accompany ad. To
receive the discount you must order and prepay for all ads at
one time. Count all initials, single numbers, groups of
numbers, names, address number, street number or name,
city, state, zip, phone numbers each as one word. Example:
Paul P. Potter, 2102 Paciﬁc St., Waukesha, WI 53202 would
count as 9 words.
All Copy: Set in standard 6 point type. First several words
only set in bold face. If possible, ads should be sent
typewritten and categorized to ensure accuracy.
CLOSING DATES: Jan. 2019 issue closes Oct. 24, Feb.
closes Nov. 19, Mar. closes Dec. 19, Apr. closes Jan. 23,
May closes Feb. 20, June closes Mar. 27, July closes Apr.
24, Aug. closes May 21, Sept. closes June 25, Oct. closes
July 24, Nov. closes Aug. 20, Dec. closes Sept. 25.
For TRAINS’ private records, please furnish: a telephone
number and when using a P.O. Box in your ad, a street
address.
Send your ads to:
magazine – Classiﬁed Advertising
21027 Crossroads Circle, P.O. Box 1612 Waukesha, WI
53187-1612 Toll-free (888) 558-1544 Ext. 440 Fax:
(262) 796-0126 E-mail: onlineclassads@kalmbach.com

WANTED
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE UTU: And have been dismissed due to an illegal or Disputed investigation, Please call
me: 585-394-8554. “IMPORTANT”
ARE YOU GETTING THE BEST PRICE FOR YOUR TRAIN
COLLECTION? Our list of discriminating buyers grows each
day. They want bigger and better train collections to choose
from! We specialize in O Gauge trains- Lionel, MTH, K-Line,
Williams, Weaver, 3rd Rail, etc. as well as better trains in
all scales. We also purchase store inventories. Plus, we
can auction your trains with rates starting as low as 15%.
We travel extensively all over the US. Give us a call today!
Send us your list or contact us for more information at
www.trainz.com/sell Trainz, 2740 Faith Industrial Dr.,
Buford, GA 30518, 866-285-5840, Scott@trainz.com Fax:
866-935-9504

GO BEYOND MODEL TRAINS Our B&B has antique
Pullman train cars as your guest suite. All cars with
modern amenities. Central Minnesota, 800-328-6315,
www.whistlestopbedandbreakfast.com

MARCH 1-2, 2019: Asheville Train Show. Western North
Carolina Agricultural Center. Friday 12:00pm-7:00pm and
Saturday 9:00am-5:00pm. Admission $6.00, under 10 free.
All scales, all gauges, collectibles, artifacts. Operating layouts, Thomas The Tank Engine, hundreds of vendor tables.
More: www.Asheville-Trainshow.com

WISCONSIN, FERRYVILLE - Custom built two-bedroom
luxury vacation home along scenic Mississippi River and
BNSF Railroad. www.153main.com 608-317-1530.
WWW.MANASSASJUNCTION.COM: Trackside lodging in a 1902 Victorian B&B. View Amtrak, Norfolk and
Southern and VRE from property. 10 minute walk to board
or view trains at historic Manassas Depot and Museum.
703-216-7803.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
CAN DAN AND HIS CLUB SAVE Their favorite engine from
the scrap yard? Read the Deltic Disaster and Other Tales,
available at Amazon or melrosebooks.co.uk
LOCOMOTIVE BUILDER RECORD BOOKS 80 books
available, with more coming, offering fully detailed builders’ records. Send SASE for list to RH Lehmuth, 104
N. 2080 E. Circle, St. George, UT 84790 or email:
rhlehmuth@hotmail.com for details, costs and sample page.

COLLECTIBLES
RAILROADIANA FOR SALE: Rare and diverse offering of
railroad china, silver, lanterns, globes, brass locks, keys
and miscellaneous for sale. Continuously offering service
plates. George Washington china and unknown top-marked
patterns. Send $2 and LSSAE for unique listing to Golden
Spike Enterprises, PO Box 985, Land O Lakes, FL 34639.
TOP DOLLAR PAID for steam/diesel or electric builder
plates. mr_slides@hotmail.com Telephone: 216-321-8446

PHOTOS, PRINTS AND
SLIDES
TOP DOLLAR PAID for 35mm slide collections especially
pre-1980. Mr. Slides, mr_slides@hotmail.com Telephone:
216-321-8446

MISCELLANEOUS
RAILHOPEAMERICA.COM: Send for a complementary
copy of the Railroad Evangelist magazine “All Aboard!” in
print since 1938. REA PO Box 5026, Vancouver WA 98668.
RAILROAD PATCHES, Engineer caps with insignia. 1,000
designs. Catalog $5.00. Patch King, Box 145, York Harbor,
ME 03911.
THE NATIONAL RAILWAY HISTORICAL SOCIETY: helps
preserve railroad history. Please help us by joining or donating to the NRHS. See us at NRHS.com

A Family Railroad Fun Guide

PRR LW PULLMAN CAR Cast-iron door nameplates, 19381950. J.H. STEVENSON, Rocky River, OH 440-333-1092
jhstevenson8445@gmail.com

RAIL SHOWS AND EVENTS

STATIONINNPA.COM 827 Front St., Cresson, PA. The Inn
is 150 feet from the PRR Pittsburgh Main. We host hundreds
of railfans yearly. Our website cams stream train activity
24/7. Check to see what you are missing. 814-886-4757

this

ORIGINAL SLIDE COLLECTIONS Black & white negative
collections, and Hi-Res Scans. Any railroad or railroad subjects. Call 732-774-2042

LODGING

ROADMASTERS LODGE AND FLS CABOOSE: Nightly
lodging in Folkston, GA. next to the tracks walking distance
to Folkston Funnel. Lodge sleeps 6 with a full kitchen,
Caboose sleeps 2 adults, 2 children. “Once again being
managed by the original owners, James and Sarah Lewis”.
www.roadmasterslodge.com - 912-270-5102.

PLANNING
A FAMILY
VACATION?

MARCH 2-3, 2019: Rocky Mountain Train Show. Denver
Merchandise Mart, 451 East 58th Avenue, Denver, 80216.
Saturday, 10:00am-5:00pm, Sunday 10:00am-4:00pm.
2-1/2 acres of model trains-all scales, 30 layouts, 700
sales tables, clinics and more. Admission $10.00 FreeParking. 303-364-0274 www.RockyMountainTrainShow.com
information@RockyMountainTrainShow.com
MARCH 3, 2019: Jersey Central Train Show & Sale. Mother
Seton Regional High School, 1 Valley Road, Clark, NJ.
Sunday 9:00am-3:30pm. Admission: $5.00, children under
12 FREE. Model Trains, Railroadiana, Books, etc. Email:
Heinz Ricken hrcken@gmail.com
MARCH 24, 2019: 8th Annual Lewis-Clark Railroad and
Collectibles Swap Meet. NPC Fair Grounds,1229 Burrell
Ave. Lewiston, ID. Sunday, 9:30am-4:00pm. Adults $5.00,
children under 12 free w/adult. Several vendors. Operating
model RR’s available. Operation Lifesaver Train Simulator.
Refreshments/food. Contact Dan Wise, 208-816-0845,
wrails@cableone.net

AUCTIONS
AMERICA’S PREMIER RAILROAD AUCTIONS: Consign
your quality items. One piece to an entire collection. Large
8-1/2 X 11” auction catalogs contain full descriptions and
hundreds of photographs. Auctions are jointly sponsored
by the Depot Attic and Golden Spike Enterprises. The
combined knowledge and experience of America’s largest
railroadiana firms will earn you “top dollar”. Mail and fax bids
are accepted. Information: Railroad Auction, PO Box 985,
Land O Lakes, FL 34639. Phone: 813-949-7197.

Talking face-to-face with
each reader ... impossible!
Sending a letter to each
reader ... expensive!
Running a classified
ad ... smart!

Supplement to

magazine
618072

MAKE TRAINS PART OF
YOUR NEXT VACATION!
Be sure to bring
this along!
Ride This Train! A Family Railroad Fun Guide
is the place to find hundreds of listings of
North American rail museums,
tourist rail lines, dinner trains, and other
family-friendly railroad attractions.
You’ll love the convenience of having all
the contact information and addresses in
one place for quick reference.

Your copy is FREE with the
May 2019 issue of Trains magazine!

Got something to sell?
Looking to buy something?
Need to promote your business?

Classified advertising is easy,
affordable, and definitely smart.
Call today to place your ad.

888-558-1544 x 440

To advertise in this guide,
Contact: Mike Yuhas
Phone: 262-798-6625
Email: myuhas@trainsmag.com
P34397
TrainsMag.com
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Switzerland by Rail 2019

EUROPE’S RAILROAD WONDERLAND

See the magnificent beauty of Switzerland by train,
including:
• Travel through the Alps’ Gotthard
Panorama Express.
• A ride on the Furka Cogwheel Steam
Railway, a heritage railroad.
• Mountain views from the Rigi-Kulm
Cogwheel Railway.
• And much more!

P33647

Our Switzerland adventure is limited, so
reserve your spot to tour this breathtaking
region today!
specialinteresttours.com • 727-330-7738
info@specialinteresttours.com

The Great Big Boy
Bus Chase 2019
Hurry, limited space!

Join Trains magazine and Special Interest
Tours for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to see and photograph Union Pacific
Big Boy No. 4014’s first run in 60 years!

Travel along Big Boy’s historic route
from Cheyenne, Wyo. to Ogden, Utah.
See legendary sites including Sherman
Hill, Echo Canyon, and Wasatch grade.
Get close to the action of one of
the world’s most powerful steam
locomotives ever built —
newly restored.
Tour includes access to No. 4014,
motor coach transportation, hotels, and
2 meals daily.

For pricing and other details:

P34994

SpecialInterestTours.com • 727-330-7738 • info@SpecialInterestTours.com
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GALLERY: STARRY NIGHT

Paint the
town red
Red glow from stop signals
lights up the snow. With its
ground lights illuminating
the trees to the right,
Canadian National SD75i
No. 5731 leads train L562,
with former BCRail C44-9WL
No. 4642 trailing, in Cariboo,
British Columbia, on Jan. 8,
2018. Eric Bouwman

Intergalactic,
planetary
The wigwag in Delhi, Colo.,
silently awaits the next
day’s Amtrak Southwest
Chief as stars dapple the
sky. One can faintly see the
Milky Way, along with the
Andromeda Galaxy, just
above the paddle of the
wigwag, July 10, 2018.
Will Jordan

Acquainted
with the
night
A westbound empty CSX
Transportation coal train
swings across the New
River in Hawks Nest, W.Va.,
under a star-streaked sky
deep in the New River
Gorge on Oct. 5, 2012.
Brandon Townley
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Astronaut’s
view
Like an astronaut in the
Cupola of the International
Space Station, the photographer captures this image as
he stands in a private dome
car on the end of Amtrak
Coast Starlight, near the
Oregon and California border, Dec. 18, 2017. Alex Ramos

Summer stars
As the Milky Way looms, a
CSX Transportation train
rounds the bend, heading
east, at the Mance
Horseshoe Curve in
southwest Pennsylvania on
a star-filled Aug. 21, 2006.
Brian Plant
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Steel and
stars aligned
On a starry night, CSX
Transportation train Q693
lights up the darkness
crossing the massive
trestle at Copper Creek
near Clinchport, Va., on the
former Clinchfield Railroad
on March 15, 2018.
Samuel Phillips

Star trails
Stars streaked by the
earth’s rotation shine
above parked CSX
Transportation SD40-2s
Nos. 8049 and 8130 of train
A746 at Chehaw, Ala., on
Jan. 24, 2015. Frank Orona

Drinking in
the moon
FOLLOW US
ON INSTAGRAM
FOR MORE
AWESOME
PHOTOGRAPHY
@TRAINS_MAGAZINE
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In California’s Wine
Country, a Northwestern
Pacific regional railroad
train heads past a SonomaMarin Area Rail Transit
station in Petaluma, under
a full moon in March 2017.
Ben Margherone

Power of
the night
Canadian National C44-9W
No. 2662 leads train L560,
which is second in line to
meet a westbound, west of
Engen, British Columbia, on
Jan. 15, 2018. Eric Bouwman

